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Partners’ Panorama

some newcomers to our Firm may not
know that it was formed in 1954 by the
amalgamation of Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick
& Partners (founded in 1924) and Scott & Wilson
(founded in 1945). This year is therefore the
25th anniversary of the formation of Scott &
Wilson, and by a happy chance we have three
rather special events with which to commemorate
it, namely: the Concrete Society Award for 1970
for our work at Sandhurst, the Special Structural
Steel Design Award for 1970 for the Commercial
Union Building, and the opening of the Lancaster
Penrith Section of M6. An article on the Concrete
Society Award was included in the last number
of Pontifact and a similar article on the Steel
Award appears in this edition. I can add nothing
further on these two fine achievements except to
offer my sincere congratulations to all concerned.
I have, however, been pressed to write this

Panorama in order to say something about the
M6. Archie Evans is writing an article on the
subject, but we are working on different tacks.
The opening of the Lancaster-Penrith Section
of M6 by the Right Honourable John Peyton,
M.P., Minister of Transport, on the 23rd October
was a very pleasant event. We had a cloudy but
dry day with fair visibility, the arrangements were
sound and the event ran to programme; but

what made the day was the Minister’s obvious
delight in all that he saw. I had the pleasure of
sitting beside him for the coach tour and he told

me that he had been led to expect something
rather special “but nothing like this”. He was
quick to pick up the features of the design such
as the treatment of carriageways appropriate to
the changing topography, and referred on several

occasions to “this splendid motorway”. He also
appreciated the magnitude and dimculties of the
The Commercial Union Headquarters building which was the subject of The Special Award for 1970 of the
Structural Steel Design Awards. See page 37.

tasks accomplished by the Contractors. Alto
gether it was a very heartening experience and we
are all grateful to the Minister for making it so.

I have received appreciative letters from Mr.
Wilson, the Director of the North Western Road
Construction Unit, and Mr. Mclnnes, the County
Surveyor of Westmorland. Mr. Wilson referred to
the motorway as a truly magnificent project and
a No. I engineering feat; he appreciated the fine
attention to detail. Mr. Mclnnes said it would be

a proud occasion for him to take over this
magnificent feat of engineering.
Two of the main Contractors have sent me
copies or extracts of their house magazines or

news-sheets and some opinions expressed in the
editorials or articles are given below:
W. & C. Fre,ich—’Of the current M6 contract
it can truly be said that it is one of the most

challenging we have so far tackled’—’M6
conquered’—’two challenging but rewarding
years which will never be forgotten by the
people who worked on the contract’—’It

certainly is one of the most picturesque motorways in the country and will remain for many
years to come, to be admired and appreciated

by those who travel on it’.
John Laing Construction Ltd.—’M6, the mag
nificent motorway’—’we came here to do a huge
job and we had to bring in labour from all over
the country’—’we have had a warm welcome
from the local community—’I have never seen

rain like it, but eventually we became acclima
tized’—’the biggest experience I have ever had,
seen nothing like it before’—’a wholly untypical
motorway, a major civil engineering job which
happens to be a road’—’there has never been a
motorway like this one. Looking back it has
been a wonderful job, terribly hard, a challenge

all the way, but one of which everyone of us is
proud’—’this motorway has opened up views
we have never seen before. It hasn’t spoiled the
countryside it has made it more beautiful’—
‘surely one of the most beautiful motorways in
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the world—’when a motorway contract is
finished its starting point and its finishing point
are unmarked and largely forgotten. The men
who built the Lune Gorge section will not,
however, forget, nor will they wish to do so’.
Some extracts from Press cuttings are given below:
Lancashire Evening Post—’motorway spectacu
lar’—(referring to Killington-Tebay section)
‘this section is impressive not only for its
scenic beauty but also as an example of superb
motorway engineering’—’the most splendidly
scenic motorway in Britain and one of the
toughest civil engineering projects ever tackled
in this country’—’Westmorland motorway,
built in such a way that the motorway em
phasizes the scenery’—(ieferring to Kendal)
‘town breathes again’.
Conunercial Motor—’Shap sheds its teeth’.
Commercial Vehicles—’The planners, who have
worked under MoT guidance, deserve some
commendation from the heavy vehicle operator
for the constant gradient concept. Gearchanging will be kept to a minimum and the
resulting inevitable loss of road speed and
consequent baulking of other traffic will be
avoided’.
Motor—’this spectacular motorway, quite un
like any other motorway in Britain’.
Surveyor & Local Government Technology—
‘Remarkably, Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick &
Partners managed to fit the route in with a
minimum of main structures. There is only one
short 2’5 mile length at the northern end of the
Killington-Tebay section where there are any
major bridges at all. Nor were earthworks
excessive’.
Manchester Evening A’ews—’ Motorway in the
Mountains’—’apart from it being the biggest
milestone in Britain’s motoring history since
the opening of Ml, the new section of the
motorway is also a landmark in the chronicles
of British road building’.
Ti,nes—’lt is the most beautiful stretch of
motorway yet built in this country’—(referring
to the separated carriageways on the Tebay
Thrimby section) ‘this ideal method of road
construction’.
Construction News—’One of the most exacting
civil engineering projects ever undertaken
in Britain’—’ M6 techniques reach new heights
of sophistication’.

I find the above extracts reassuring and
gratifying, since the views expressed coincide
with my own! They are, however, largely confined
to general observations on the finished product
and, with the exception of the article in Coji
struction News, do not comment in any detail
on the technical aspects of the design and
construction, in their article C’onsiruction
Neit’s state that “for the consulting engineers
not the least problem was to minimise the pro
portion of unsuitable earthworks materials in
in this barren moorland area. To do this they
came up with a unique earthworks specification
which provided for the use of material which
in any other contract would have to be taken
to spoil”. This was our main innovation—the
use of wet material in embankments. It was
technically sound and workable in practice.
Throughout the length of the motorway almost
a million cubic yards of wet soil was incorpor
ated in fills, mainly on Laing’s contract. This saved
a lot of money but inevitably complicated the
earthworks. Nonetheless, the fact that it could
be used extensively in a contract which was
in any case a complex one, indicates that it might
well have a wide application in motorway work.
The question of the use of wet soils will be
raised again next April at the Conference on
Motorways in Britain when I am to present a
paper in conjunction with Mr. Gaffney, County
Surveyor of the West Riding of Yorkshire,
entitled ‘Special Problems encountered in the
Design and Construction of M62 in the West
Riding and M6 in Westmorland’. Other matters
included in our paper will be the extensive bolting
required in rock cuttings (and the very able way
in which this was accomplished) and our novel
method of dealing with ‘heave’ or ‘feather
bedding’ in earth formations.
On a project of such interest and importance
we owe it to the profession to publicise it
adequately for information and for record.
I presented a paper on the route selection to
the 5th World Meeting of the International
Road Federation, London, in September, 1966,
Messrs. McNee, Knowles and Halls gave a
paper on the design of the motorway to the
North-Western Association of the Institution
of Civil Engineers in September, 1968, and it
is intended that Messrs. Lindsay and Dodd
should present a twin paper on the construction
next May. Mr. R. J. G. Edwards is to give a
paper on Rock Bolting at the Symposium on
Rock Mechanics in Highway Construction
to be held by the North-Eastern Branch of the
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Highway Engineers next April. 1 have written
two articles for the press and Messrs. Lindsay
and Hopkins have each written one. We held
a press conference in London two days before
the opening of the motorway.
We are making a film of the project principally
illustrating its design aspects (Laing’s are making
a complementary film of the construction.) The
highlight of our film will be a helicopter trip
along the completed job.
We have also commissioned three paintings.
The first two are ‘artist’s impressions’ made
before work started by Mr. Frank A. Weemys,
who specialises in perspective paintings. His
view of the Lune Gorge formed the cover sheet
of our first brochure of the project, while his
impression of the Southern Approach to the
Lune Gorge was so good that it was reproduced
in colour on the cover of our brochure for the
Official Opening. Comparisons between Mr.
Weernys’ impressions and photographs of the
completed motorway demonstrate the accuracy
of the artist’s work.
The third painting was by Mr. Terence Cuneo,
an artist of great renown who delights in the
variety of his subjects. For engineering works
he prefers to paint something under construction
thereby recording a unique scene that cannot be
recaptured at a later date. His painting of the
Commercial Union Building that hangs in the
lobby of the Partner’s suite is an example. For
M6 he chose Borrowbeck Bridge at the time that
the launching gantry was placing pre-cast beams.
The painting is at present on loan to the Institu
tion of Civil Engineers, where it hangs in the
Restaurant. As you all probably know, it has
been reproduced by the Institution for use as
their Christmas Card for this year.
We had models made of the bridging in
Borrowdale to help the Royal Fine Art Com
mission appreciate our proposals, and the R.E.
staff made a model of the land form between
Lancaster and Penrith to illustrate their descrip
tion of the motorway proposals to visitors. The
latter model was to a scale of 2- ins, to 1 mile
in plan with the vertical scale magnified 21 times.
These were very suitable scales to illustrate the
main features of the alternative motorway
routes.
The R.E. staff showed very large numbers of
visitors over the site, ranging from organised
Institution parties to select V.I.P. visits, from
local societies to foreign delegations and (on a
surprising number of occasions) Australians.
The highlight of these visits must have been when
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a Russian delegation, visiting the Gorge contract
were met by a fluent Russian-speaking C.R.E.!
We rather played this down with the R.C.U. as
the sort of thing one expects from a Firm of
our experience!
You will see that we have been at considerable
pains to publicise this project. Apart from any
obligation to do so, publicity of this nature
is clearly of benefit to us. I have enjoyed
showing-off thi job to visitors because it is so
worthy of it. I believe that our designs have a
professional touch which can be seen in the
treatment of the side roads as well as the motor
way, while our bridges have simple clean lines
ideally suited to the concept of this motorway.
I do not believe that there is any other section
of motorway, existing or planned, in this country
that we would prefer to build; others will have
grander engineering but the art of road design
is to fit the countryside, and for scenic effect
and variety of treatment our section is unmatched.
The difficulties of travel in the area give the motor
way a distinct historic interest and in every way
Westmorland has offered us a unique op
portunity; we hope and believe that we have made
the most of it.
I am not going to attempt to thank everyone
for their work, since anything I could say would
be inadequate, It has been a truly remarkable
achievement calling for a stupendous effort by
all concerned.
1 like to think that the motorway exhibits the
same qualities of originality and application
that won us the 1970 Concrete and Steel Awards,
and that the three events are indicative of the
high standards of work throughout the Firm.
1 am sure that future anniversaries will be com
memorated by similar evidence to this effect.
To turn to a more personal matter, we were
all delighted by the news of Macs engagement
to Miss Bridget Appleyard, and their marriage
in London on 1st October. We wish them all
the very best in their married life.
Harry Pooley has reached retiring age and is
leaving us at the end of the year. He has spent
most of his working life in the Northern Nigerian
Public Works Department, retiring as Deputy
Director in 1958. Later that year he joined my
staff in Hong Kong as Administrative and
Progress Engineer and won my immediate
affection by his mastery of Government General
Orders. Before Harry’s arrival I was doing the
administration and these Orders were the bane
of my life, but to Harry, reared in another
Colonial Government, they were a subject of
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great interest. Harry moved to our London Firm
in November, 1967, to take over the promotional
work from Mr. Meff, and now he in turn hands
over to Morris Hopkins, who has been assisting
Lance Dodd as Liaison Engineer on M6. Harry
has been a loyal and willing member of the Firm
and a real help to us. I believe that he hasenjoyed
working with us, and we wish him every happiness
in his retirement.
The advance guard for our transportation
study of East Pakistan arrived in the country
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a few days before the tragic cyclone struck the
coast. Communications must have been badly
disrupted as it was several days before we got a
reply to our cable enquiring after their safety.
We were glad to hear that all was well, and that
the study was to proceed, if possible, with greater
urgency.
May I, on behalf of the Partners, offer you all
our best wishes for Christmas and the New Year.
J. K. M. H.

Associates Notes
by John Goody

he Overseas Roads Section has recently
started work on two major studies.
The East Pakistan Transport Study is
being carried out in conjunction with the
Economist Intelligence Unit. This study, financed
by the Ministry of Overseas Development, is
one of the most complex ever attempted. All
possible forms of transportation are included
and amongst other delights the Study Team will
have the task of carrying out an 0 & D survey
of country boats. There are thousands of these,
all owner operated. The task of analysing their
movements is big enough in itself but in East
Pakistan the transport scene is also complicated
by railways of three different gauges; an in
adequate road network and inland water ports
with poor facilities. The importance of this study
has been tragically underlined by the recent
flood disaster. Such communications as there are
have been wiped out making the task of rescue
and reconstruction that much harder.
The Ghana Study is of a different type. The
aim here is to survey rapidly and inventory some
1,500 miles of Ghana’s main roads. From amongst
these, 500 miles of priority roads are to be selected
and contract documents prepared for rehabili

tation. The purpose is to carry out by contract
the arrears of maintenance which have accumu
lated in the past few years and to put the roads
into a useable condition for the next 5 or 6 years.
During this period it will be possible for the
Ghana Government to produce long term plans
for the proper reconstruction of the roads
system. This job is also financed by the Ministry
of Overseas Development.
The East Pakistan study is directed by Peter
Arlidge of E.l.U. with David Newell leading
the SWKP team. The Ghana study team is led
by Ron Viapree on loan to SWKP London from
the Nigerian firm.
The firm’s office in Jordan was closed in June
when it was clear that there would be no further
work. The Wadi Yutum road is completed but
the Safi-Aqaba project remains as it was when
the contractors abandoned the works more than
a year ago. It appears unlikely that the job will
be completed before a settlement is reached in
Palestine.
Promotions Secretariat
The Promotions Secretariat was set up some
months ago to provide certain centralised
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services for promotion purposes. Its main
objectives are as follows:
1. To develope and maintain sources of infor
mation with regard to future work and in partic
ular overseas work.
2. To find agents and correspondents abroad
who can provide information on activities in
their own countries.
3. To provide a continuous and up to date
service of information to the Partners on the
possibilities in any given area.
4. To maintain relations with the news media.
5. To act as a clearing house for all information
from overseas clients on prospects of future
projects with the aim of avoiding duplication
and wasted effort.
6. To produce on request information about
the firm, its history, achievements and capabilities
which can be used by anyone making proposals
to a client.
7. To organise the preparation and printing of
proposals.
Since its formation the promotions secretariat
has made considerable progress in all these fields.
It has built up a system of contacts with the
Ministry of Overseas Development, the Board
of Trade, the British Consultants Bureau,
the World Bank, the United Nations Develop
ment Programme and related agencies and others.
It has also made proposals with regard to work
in Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia, Nigeria, Ghana,
Kenya, Tanzania, Republic of Central Africa,
Abu Dhabi, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, West and
East Pakistan and other places. It has co-operated
with various sections of the firm in the provision
of basic information, curricula vitae of staff and
other matters, when these sections have been
making proposals to clients.
A substantial degree of success has been
achieved overseas and it is hoped that this will
continue.
if the Secretariat is to function properly it
must be supplied with information, it obtains a
great deal by its own efforts but to be fully effi
cient it must be kept informed of anything which
may assist in its work. Anyone who has informa
tion which may be of use in the promotion field
should inform the Secretariat. Anyone travelling
abroad should visit the Secretariat before leaving
to be given such information as is available on
the places to be visited. All those who have
returned from visits abroad should furnish the
Secretariat with copies of their notes or reports
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where these are relevant to promotion matters.
If this is done visits abroad or indeed elsewhere
for a specific purpose can be made more fruitful
by including in their itinerary places en route
where a visit might be useful.
The permanent staff of the Secretariat in
London consist of George Edington, Harry
Pooley (soon to be succeeded by Morris Hopkins)
and their secretarial staff.
Competition amongst consulting engineers
grows fiercer every year. Until a few years ago
British engineers had a monopoly in that very
large part of the world which comprised the old
British Commonwealth and its colonies. This is
not the case today and in order to keep ahead of
our foreign competitors a big effort is needed.
In the old days, for example, an exchange of
letters with a client might well give you a large
project. Today with the advent of the international
lending agencies it is often necessary to make an
elaborate proposal in competition with several
other firms. When this is so it is nearly always
necessary to send someone to the country con
cerned to study the location of the project on the
ground and to devote two or three weeks to the
preparation of the proposals. A large number of
proposals of this sort have been made by the
Promotions Secretariat, by the Overseas Roads
section and by the Airports section in the last two
years, with a fair degree of success. But it should
be noted that work more often than not comes
through personal contact and that all readers of
Pont ifact are potential ambassadors in this
respect. Any promotional organisation can do no
more than exploit an opportunity. Ultimately it
is the personalities and abilities of the engineers
which bring success and anyone representing the
firm at a meeting with a client or potential client
is important at whatever level he functions.
As travellers tales have been treated with
scepticism in every age and the reports of Jason,
Herodotus, Munchausen et a!. have been taken
with a very large pinch of salt by their contem
poraries, we will not strain our readers credulity
with stories of the “a funny thing happened to
me at the Timbuctoo Hilton” variety. We can,
however, point to some astronomical figures for
mileage travelled. Bill Spencer, John Gandy and
Jimmy James have, between them, covered some
quarter of a million miles in the past 12 months.
We have not had time to add up the mileage of
the Partners and other such extensive travellers
as Joe Lindsay and Mac but it would be safe to
say that the total for the year must be well in
excess of half a million.
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Mombasa Airport

70080

Commercial Union—Alterations at
Piazza and Restaurant levels.

70084

Kent County Council—Tall Buildings
Check

Provision of information to other consultants
engaged in checking SWKP structures.

70085

ICI Fibres Ltd., Doncaster—Conversion
Type 8 to Type 15 Spinning machines

Modifications of existing buildings to accommo
date new plant.

70091

Stafford Inner Relief Road

1.2 km of road, crossing River Sow and a 20 rn
deep peat swamp, expected to be on piles in this
area.

70092

Denbighshire—Surveys for Road Im
provements

Maps and quantities prepared from ground sur
vey by SWKP computing facilities.

70093

Kirton Bypass—Survey Calculations

Use of SWKP computing facilities for map and
quantities preparation.

-a)

70094

Makullah Naval Base, Muscat

Dredging and reclamation, construction of sea
wall and slipway.

a) . a) a)
— a)—

70095

1CI Fibres Pontypool—Miscellaneous

Mainly investigations into strength of existing
buildings as affected by installation of new plant.

a) a) a)

70096

St. Andrew’s-by-the-Green Episcopal
Church

Investigation into the feasibility of removing the
church (a scheduled historic building) to a new
site, as it is at present on the line of a proposed
ramp from the Glasgow Inner Ring Road.

70097

BEA Heliport, Penzance—Maintenance
Survey.

70098

Hull Nautical College

Advice to other consultants designing a struc
ture adjacent to a SWKP project.

70102

Coutts and Company—Public Enquiry

Professional advice.

70104

Llanrhaidr By-pass—Computing

Use of SWKP computing facilities.

=

a) ‘a)
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-D
a)
a)
0
-a)

a)— =
‘a) .= a) —

;a

.

2

a)

a) .
Ca
a)

,_

Ii)

a)._ Ca
0)

a)

a)

a)

“C

a)
C,,,
a)

a)

HI’
a)—

2
a)
a)

Report on feasibility of providing international
standard facilities at Mombasa. in association
with H. Grube.

70049

C,,

70105

Solihull—Computing

70106

Gillov House—Inspection of Ceilings

Structural investigation throughout 5 Winsley St.
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70111

Kettering General Hospital, Phase hA
Opinion on Drainage

Advice on stability of landscaped spoil-heaps.

70113

ICI Fibres Ltd.,
over Workshop

Additional
building.

70114

Brentwood, Woodford M12, Computing

Use of SWKP computing facilities.

70116

STOL Airport sites in Bavaria

Advice to H. Grube concerning design of a small
airfield in the Bavarian Alps.

70117

University of Warwick—Engineering
Science Stage 2

5-storey extension to existing buildings.

70121

ICE Fibres Ltd., Doncaster—Floor
Loadings in spinning building

Investigation into the use of fork lift trucks in
existing buildings.

The

Gloucester—Offices

storey

to

R.C.

framed existing

Gallant
Marmaduke, Lord Langdale

Honourable and

by Rex Taylor

Jgainst the sombre background of the
English civil wars a particularly inter
esting and contrasting facet emerges:
the blending into that background of the
Parliamentarian leaders, and the outstandingly
colourful characters of the leaders of the Royalist
armies.
True, Parliament had its Cromwell, its Fairfax
and its Waller—all colourful enough for the
biographer’s pen; yet these men pale into signifi
cance when compared to Royalist leaders of the
stamp of the Earl of Derby, Sir Charles Lucas,
Lord Molyneaux, Sir John Girlington, Lord
Goring, Sir John Maney, Sir Henry Slingsby,
and Marmaduke, Lord Langdale. And even
among the latter we find various shades of
colourfulness, ranging from the womanizing,
wine-bibbing-—but no less efficient military

leader—Lord Goring to the dour, steadfast,
stubbornness of the Yorkshirernan Sir Henry
Slingsby. But classify them as you will—Parlia
mentarian and Royalist—the plain fact is that
Langdale as a military man was outstanding in
his time.
It is no part of this short biography of Langdale
to examine the ‘whys’ and ‘wherefores’, the rights
and wrongs of the Parliamentarian and Royalist
causes, if only for the extremely simple reason
that Langdale was never plagued in mind or
conscience with the higher politics and higherminded thinking. Nor to discuss the strange
vacillations of Charles I. Nor the mental planes
through which Cromwell passed and which
changed him from a humane and considerate
miltary leader to a blood-letting tyrant’ (the
words are those of his daughter, Elizabeth
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Fauconberg, when Cromwell and his Secretary
of State, Thurloe, trepanned and executed Sir
Henry Slingsby). However, to mention these
facts briefly illustrates the background to the
times in which Langdale lived.
It would be a false assumption to say that
Langdale was a mere lick-spittling King’s man.
That he dared oppose the King is a fact. For on
the question of ship-money tax—insisted on by
the King and violently opposed by Parliament
and the majority of the people—we see the
measure of Langdale. As High Sheriff of York
shire Langdale had, in 1639, refused to extort ship
money. His refusal was followed by a stern
warning that unless he raised the £12,000
demanded he would incur the utmost of such
forfeitures & punishments as by the laws of this
realm may be inflicted upon you for so high a
contempt & misdemeanour’. His answer was
prompt: he wrote on the latter, “Received this
letter of Mr. Barker 29 May at 4 o’clock after
noon,” and filed it away.
On a blustery evening in August, 1642, the
King raised his standard at Nottingham. Ahead
lay the weary years of bitterness, the alienation
of friend and family alike, and much shedding
of blood in the battles to be fought and won—
Naseby, Edgehill, Powick Bridge, Cropready
Bridge, First Newbury, Second Newbury,
Worcester, Preston, and that bloodiest of all
conflicts fought on English soil, Marston Moor.
In Langdale’s mind there was never any doubt
about the outcome. Nor did he ever despair.
Certainly, after 1658 when his personal fortune
of £160,000 had been spent in the cause and he
had suffered imprisonment and exile, he would
have been justified in asking, ‘For whatT But
he merely affirmed what he had always said:
“Law and order will prevail. I have foute for
that end. I am as sure now it will not be in vane”.
One could say that his assumption was correct;
for if Charles Il—for whom Langdale had also
fought—may be reckoned as the spirit of law
and order, he duly took the throne. But by then
Langdale was living in poverty and too poor to
attend the coronation, and Charles II did not
see fit to grant this trifle of a wish to a man who
had served his father and himself so faithfully.
Once having confirmed that Charles I had
raised his standard, Langdale, in Yorkshire,
set about raising his own army. Later in one
significant battle after another Langdale’s
Northerne Horse was to become famous. On
its battle rolls may be found the names of
Yorkshiremen and men from Lancashire,
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Cumberland,
Westmorland,
Cheshire,
Northumberland and Durham, together with
a sprinkling of counties as distant as Kent and
Cornwall, Lincolnshire and Monmouthshire.
That he succeeded in fusing as one so many
varied temperaments is the true measure of a
great leader of men. “They [Langdale’s army]
were not much inquisitive, and shewed a mind
indifferent what way they went so they followed
their General” And “He so won the hearts of his
men that they cared not which way they went
so long as they followed him”. This quality of
leadership was got by the simplest of means;
not by any spiritual aura of mysticism. If his
men did not eat then neither did he. If a trooper’s
horse went lame and the trooper was forced to
walk beside it, then Langdale dismounted and
walked beside him. When his men lived rough
he lived rough also. He was a stern and unrelaxing
disciplinarian, a believer in swift and summary
punishment, a ruthless man to his own men,
but their ready champion when they were
attacked.
The romanticism of Prince Rupert was not for
him; but the dash and the daring he had in full
measure. He believed (like Rupert) in the long
night marches and the element of surprise. But
in battle, face to face with the enemy, his tactic
was the full-blooded charge, the very fury of its
impetus often winning the honours. At Marston
Moor, a battle which began in a raging thunder
storm and ended under a harvest moon, and left
in its wake more than 4,000 dead, the Northerne
Horse lost more than 117 officers and men.
Three times Langdale led the headlong charges,
under the shading oaks of Wilstrop Wood, and
over dyke and ditch, until, as a contemporary
wrote, “there was mud and blood and horse and
man, and all were as one”. He carried to his
grave a momento of Marsden Moor in a sword
slash that ripped the left side of his face from
ear to mouth. As a battle Marston Moor was
bloody but indecisive, yet it marked the end
of Royalist hopes. Four days later Langdale
reached Kirkby Lonsdale, after fighting his way
along every mile of the route.
The story of his imprisonment in Nottingham
Castle and his escape is a match for any escape
story ever known.
He had fought and lost at Preston Moor. From
Nottingham he wrote to Sir Henry Slingsby
“a just accomplishment of my last imployment”.
And added: “If I had had a 1000 men to have
flancked the enemy I doubt not but the day had
bin ours”. Not many days afterwards, with the
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Cumberland,
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assistance of Lady Savile, he escaped. Disguised
as a Parliamentary soldier he reached his cousin’s
house at Houghton. Later, dressed as a milkmaid
in print gown and sun-bonnet, he went to ground
in a stone-pit. Travelling on he reached and swam
the river Humber. And so, disguised as a clergy
man, to London and France. (At Houghton
he had been aided by Philip Dent, the cowman,
and Langdale vowed that no Dent should ever
go wanting for as long as there were Langdales
at Houghton. Philip Dent’s last decendant was
butler to Colonel Philip Langdale in 1914.)
Many will say that it is easy to dismiss Langdale
as just another of the many dashing and romantic
Cavaliers. Yet he was a breed apart. Fiercely
independant, he made friends for life, in the rising
of 1648 he was on his way to relieve Colchester.
En route he wrote to Sir Charles Lucas, a
comrade-in-arms, and now under sentence of
death—”. .hold out but a little,averylittlespace;
your friend will visit you, and bring you off with
honour
But the rising was a failure;
Lucas died before a firing squad; and to the end
of his days Langdale mourned the loss of his
great-hearted comrade.
But if we require the true measure of Langdale’s
worth as a leader of men we can find it in the
abortive rising of 1655.
in this rising the Earl of Rochester acted as
link man between Charles’s court in France
and the Royalists in England. His tactics were
simple: “He solicited people very strongly and
threatened some”.
Arriving in Yorkshire he gave the Royalists
there news that shocked them. Charles had not
.

allowed Langdale to leave France because he
supposed that Langdale’s Catholicism might
prejudice such potential allies as the Presbyterian
Fairfax.
(Fairfax,
although
sickened
by
Cromwell’s blood-letting, refused the Royalist
pleas.) The Yorkshire Royalists maintained
that without the leadership of Langdale the rising
was doomed, but even so, lacking what could
have been a strong following, and placing
themselves in a position of extreme jeopardy,
they met on ill-fated Marston Moor. They were
a group of some thirty men only, and easily put
to flight by a Parliamentary force—Cromwell,
through Thurloe, being well aware of what the
Royalists had in hand. But flight was not the
end for them. Returning home, they settled once
more into the country life, unaware that their
every move was being watched and recorded.
Only when the opportunity came for them to
gather together again did they realise that at
least half their number were missing, and lodged
in the Tower.
Events such as this must have chafed Langdale
to the core of his being. This high-spirited
leader of men, exiled and confined to the
humdrum existence of a foreign court; seeing,
with the greatest frustration imaginable, one
abortive Royalist attempt after another fail
because it lacked the very qualities which he
possessed. And in the end to return in a triumph
in which chance and luck—all against the
natural laws which he believed in—had played
a part. To be virtually ignored when his king
came to the throne. And then—crowning
irony!—to snuff out his life on a damp bed in
a cold room, a victim of influenza.

News Item
Mr. Bowen has been elected as President of the Royal National Rose Society which, with about
100,000 members, is by far the largest body devoted to horticulture in the world today. He will lead
the British contingent at the next International Convention to be held in New Zealand during
November, 1971 and at special events to be held in Australia beforehand; he hopes, with Mrs. Bowen,
to meet en route some of our ‘engineering’ friends in Bangkok and Australia.
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Bushman Country
by Zacli 1t4atlwws
)

a fair bet that you do not know what
this country used to be called and there
fore where it is, nor its size. It is an even
fairer bet that you do not know why it is called
Botswana. So, may I enlighten you?
It used to be called Bechuanaland, it is im
mediately west of Rhodesia and north of South
Africa and is about the same size as France. It is
called Botswana because that is its real African
name, but early white settlers mistook the
pronunciation. The people are Batswana and the
language Tsetswana. Its old capital was Mafeking,
but, on becoming independent in 1966 a new
capital was built at Gabarone (pronounced Hab
ar-o-knee). The only habitable part of the country
is quite a narrow strip along its eastern side and
the rest is either Kalahari Desert or Okovango
Swamps.
Our assignment was to plan a new Francistown
which is the second largest place in the country
with a present population of 16,000 and has the
reputation of being the second hardest drinking
town in the world; the first?—in Alaska. It is
named after the Francis brothers, New Zealanders
of British stock who started up the first gold mine
in Southern Africa here in 1866. ‘We’ consisted
of a town planner, an architect and an economist
all from Wilson and Womersley and myself.
Three of us met in Johannesburg, bought a
Volkswagen and drove to Gabarone; the econo
mist arrived a month later by air.
It would bore you stiff to talk about our
medical bungalow with its bare sticks of Govern
ment furniture and our office in a flat across the
way and of how we commuted daily on foot; of
how Government had bought two plots of land
four miles apart for development before asking
for town planning proposals; of June and
Albertina who ‘did’ for us arid of how tough the
meat was; of how incommunicado with the world
life was without television, radio, papers or
cinema.

So what is left that might arouse your interest?
Well, apart from its original gold mine and its
hard drinking, Francistown has certain unique
features. Firstly, the town is owned by a private
company so that land for development has to be
bought by Government. Secondly, the airport is
owned by another private company which flies
Africans for S. African gold mines in and out of
Francistown from adjacent African territories,
mainly Malawi. The rest of their journey to and
from Johannesburg is by rail. This leads on
naturally to another major problem of Francistown—squatters and prostitution. Gregarious
ness seems to be a natural proclivity of humanity
and Africans, although they would hardly want to
live in flats, like to congregate in urban corn
niunities. But many of them have no money and
so they come in on foot from far and near and
build themselves a mud house on the outskirts of
the town with no sanitation and a water supply
that is derived from the bed of the river by digging
a hole and transported on their heads in pots or
cans. This is common to most African cities and
towns in some measure, but the problem in
Francistown is worsened by the fact of numerous
young men returning from the mines with some
money and having to spend one or two nights in
Francistown before being flown to their native
country. Not unnaturally they celebrate their free
dom with beer parties—local African beer called
Chubuku—and, also not unnaturally, having
been segregated in male compounds for up to two
years, the sight of women is extremely attractive.
All too often, however, it is not sex that the
women want but money which they steal. This is
the story anyway that goes around—it may be
exaggerated as stories sometimes are, but the set
up obviously leads to this sort of situation.
What else? Well, I do recommend to you
Laurens Van der Post’s ‘The Lost World of the
Kalahari’ which would give you a most colourful
idea of this facinating part of Africa and of these
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unique people called Bushmen who are so scarce
these days that people like us never see any.
Believe it or not parties of white settlers used to go
out Bushman-hunting, just as one might go on a
lion shoot. It is not surprising that the Bushman
retired farther and farther into the recesses of the
Kalahari until he came close to extinction, or
that the white man is accused of exploitation.
This is putting it mildly in this context.
1 had the great pleasure of being given a free
day’s outing by the private firm owning the
airport. At 6.30 a.m. we took off in an old Dakota
to fly a party of Africans back home. This journey
took us over the desert wastes and salt pans of the
Kalahari to a village in the north of Botswana
called Maun which is on the edge of a vast swamp
called Okovango. The river Botletle flows south
from Angola and some miles inside Botswana
fans out into a great inland delta which comes to
an abrupt end at about latitude 19° 30’ at the
northern end of the Kalahari. A United Nations
team is investigating this curious mystery.
After breakfast at Maun we flew on north-east
having taken on board a young English woman
doctor and a nurse. At first we flew at an altitude
of about 200 feet and, looking down from the
cockpit, we could see giraffe, buffalo, gazelle and
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wart-hogs on the islands and promontories that
form part of Okovango. It was fascinating, but,
alas, the poor nurse was being violently sick
behind me and we had to rise from 200 feet to
2,000 feet to be free from the bumpiness caused
by the rising heat. We eventually arrived at about
11 am, at Mohambo on the Botletle where
coffee and sandwiches were laid on and where we
roamed around taking colour slides for a couple
of hours. After the dry river beds of Francistown
it was great to gaze into deep flowing water and
watch dugouts being paddled. We were back in
Francistown by 3.30 but the nine hours away
were a real adventurous, exciting holiday.
There is no space to tell of our week-end by
Volkswagen to Bulawayo, Matopos, Wankie
Game Reserve and Victoria Falls, except to say
that the Falls were magnificently thundering in
full spate and brought back memories of part of
my honeymoon there 18 years ago.
Botswana has great potential as a source of
minerals. Prospecting for copper, nickel, gold
and diamonds is going on in a big way and the
future of Francistown is largely bound up with
the outcome of these searches. There could be
much work here; meanwhile we are involved in
the planning of two more towns.

Rescue
by Dick Cooper

1
o
nday 7th September, 1970, 0830
hours, Voice of Kenya reports:
“Austrian Climber has fallen from
within a hundred feet of the summit of the
17,000 feet high Mount Kenya, receiving serious
leg injuries. Will all members of the mountain
rescue team report to Wilson airport at 1000
hours equipped for rescue”.
By 10.30 a.m. I was flying north with five
fellow mountaineers in a police aircraft bound
for Nanyuki some 97 miles north of Nairobi.
We carried with us two days’ food, climbing and
bivouac gear and as much warm clothing as we

could muster in the short time at our disposal.
Forty-five minutes later we were bumping down
Nanyuki’s grass runway to be met by the police
Land-rover, with instructions to take us to the
head of the Sirimon track, one of the five access
tracks of the Mount Kenya National Park. On
route we called in at the police station where we
learnt that the climber, a doctor from Austria,
had fallen on Saturday afternoon and had,
therefore, already been on the summit for two
days. Also, that several members of the rescue
team were already at the base of the climb and
were desperate for support.

S

We reached the head of the track, 10,500 feet,
at 1300 hours and bade farewell to the police.
The route to ‘Kami’ hut, which, situated at
14,500 feet marked the start of the rock climbing,
proved a long and tedious journey. Three deep
river gorges had to be negotiated and a vast
expanse of rugged moorland, often saturated, to
be crossed. Laden with 35 lb packs we were soon
fighting for breath and by nightfall only an
American climber and myself had any aspirations
of reaching the hut that night. The rest of our
team broke the journey at ‘Shiptons Caves’ some
two hours journey away from Kami Hut. A wise
decision on their part as the hut, designed for
eight, was already overflowing, and our arrival
had swelled the numbers to 14.

Dawn brought a serious question, ‘was the
Austrian still alive?’ Four of the advance party,
including the injured man’s climbing companion,
had gone up towards the summit the day before,
but no news had been received; their portable
radios, it was assumed, had given up the ghost.
The mountain parks warden, an excellent pilot
and somewhat daredevil, had swooped low over
the summit in his single-prop Super Cub trying
to communicate with the injured man, but he
had no success. Without concrete evidence that
the Austrian was still alive, a decision was made
to mount the full scale rescue on the off chance
that he had survived the three previous nights
at 17,000 feet in sub-zero temperatures.
At 0800 hours a helicopter landed within 200
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feet of the hut, on board were medical supplies
including blood plasma, dextrose and antibiotics.
These were transferred to our rucksacks and a
party of four, including myself set off up the
severe Firmin Hicks route on the mountain, in
an attempt to reach the Austrian that night and
keep him alive until the arduous task of raising
the stretcher to the summit could be completed.
Above us lay 2,000 feet of rock climbing, the
upper portion of which was reported to be iced
over. Climbing at that altitude was no joke and
our pace soon slowed, consumption of glucose
and aspirin had been necessary to quell our
intense headache and nausea, common ailments
at high altitudes. At the base of the Firmin
Tower, which was the most difficult portion of the
climb, two of our party retired settling down for
their first night’s bivouac.
Assuming the doctor was still alive it was
imperative that the infusions reached him that
night, as a result I continued climbing with my
American companion, reaching the scene of the
accident at dusk. To our relief he was still alive.
Perched on a 7 by 4 foot ledge, Gert overlooked
an almost sheer drop of 1,500 feet. His leg was
fractured in several places and Oswald, his
climbing companion, who had arrived back at
the scene of the accident the day before, had
made him comfortable utilizing a nylon sheet as
a make-shift tent. On receiving the blood plasma
and dextrose, Oswald, who was also a doctor,
efficiently set up an intravenous infusion suspend
ed on a piton which was hammered into the rock
face. With the aid of a torch the infusions
continued throughout most of the night, but
by morning the fluid was frozen and had to be
discarded.
Level areas on the mountain were at somewhat
of a premium, consequently we spent the night
some 600 feet back along the ridge on another
rock platform of minute proportions. Rising
with the dawn we found our sleeping bags were
solid with ice and our boots of a very crisp
nature. Luckily on the equator the dawn generally
brings sunshine and we consequently soon
thawed out. Tucking into our breakfast of
chocolate and melted snow; we had cursed our
two climbing companions below who had
cleverly retained our only primus, and no doubt
enjoyed porridge and steaming hot tea. We
could not tolerate the thought of our companions
in the lap of luxury below any longer so we
descended to speed up their ascent. Back again
at our bivouac site we took a welcome break for
hot tea, which incidentally involves quite a ritual
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in its preparation. Hammer and piton in hand,
a patch of ice is slowly excavated, collecting the
few chips that have not sailed on down the
mountain side, into a small metal can This is
then placed on the meagre flame of the primus
and we sit down and pray for the day that it will
boil. This procedure can take anything up to an
hour to accomplish and the resultant liquid
contains a large proportion of granite dust to
aid the digestion.
Way below us we had heard the helicopter
coming up the valley on its second sortie with
medical supplies, suddenly the reverberation of
the rotor blades had ceased! On switching our
portable radio on we had been horrified to hear
that the craft had cartwheeled back down the
mountainside killing the pilot instantly. Im
mediately the rescue took on a much more
serious air. Our support team back at the hut, who
had observed the crash, were calling for an end
to the rescue; one death was enough and further
lives should not be risked. After a great deal of
hard talking on the radio, the rescue was con
tinued, and a stretcher and four men were
despatched. Later that morning two light air
craft made four supply drops by parachute to
base camp and had attempted to drop two 700
foot ropes on the summit. After circling the
mountain for 20 minutes in swirling mist and
poor visibility they swooped low over our party
and dropped the ropes, but to our dismay on the
wrong side of the ridge, lost forever among the
glaciers of the south-west face of the mountain.
That day we busied ourselves preparing rope
runways for the stretcher lowering and tending
to the needs of our patient whilst waiting for the
support party to arrive. Our bivi site was
increased in size to accommodate the four of us,
not really in comfort but considerably warmer
with the increase in numbers.
Bringing up the stretcher proved to be a
considerable task; it was seven feet long, in tubu
lar steel, and probably the most cumbersome
piece of equipment one could imagine possible
on a mountain. We all descended the next day
to assist, but by nightfall we had still not reached
the Austrians with the stretcher and settled down
to another night under the stars, or as we all
felt, at the sanie level as the stars.
Day four on the mountain and we were again
toiling with the stretcher over rock spires, gullies
and sheer rock walls; by noon we had at last
reached Gert and Oswald marooned on their
ledge. Although still in reasonable spirits, Gert
was becoming much weaker and placing him
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in the stretcher gave him considerable pain. Soon
after we had begun the long arduous task of
transporting him along the ridge it began to
snow making climbing decidedly unpleasant. We
had rigged up a rope handrail along the length
of the ridge and clipped ourselves onto this as a
safeguard against the one false move which would
most certainly have taken us 1,500 feet down to
the scree below. By 5.30 p.m. we had reached
our previous night’s bivouac site and prepared
for yet another night, my fourth, on what was
now becoming quite a familiar home from home.
Gert, tightly strapped into the stretcher was
secured to the rock alongside us. During the night
we were roused on several occasions by outbursts
of German which were quelled by Oswald who
relentlessly brewed tea for Gert and administered
medical aid of a quality only experienced in
hospitals.
A brilliant dawn emerged and we were soon
making our first major lower on vertical rock.
This was achieved by one of our party holding
the toe of the stretcher away from the rock face,
whilst two others lowered it slowly down on
ropes running through friction brakes. By 11
am. the weather changed for the worse and we
were again enveloped by a snowstorm, visability
was poor and our spirits waning.
During the previous two days we had heard
rumours on our radio that a professional Austrian
rescue team was on its way out to assist us. At
this point, when we were probably at our lowest
ebb, the first member of the team arrived, having
flown out from Austria two days previously and
been on the move over since. Their arrival was
a tremendous relief. Our five days on the moun
tain had been ten times more arduous than we
could have imagined and at this stage we were
quite ready to hand the remainder of the rescue
over to the professionals. They continued the

lower with efficiency and speed but with some
what less respect of the patient’s well-being than
had been ours! As a result, on arrival at Kami
hut all that protected Gert was a tangled mass
of steel rods and rope.
The hut had a welcome air of warmth, soft
mattresses to sleep on in place of rocks, an
appetizing stew bubbling away and a bottle of
brandy, air dropped for medical purposes only,
of course. As we considered ourselves physical
wrecks we drank without conscience. During the
night the hut was a hive of activity; Gert’s leg
being temporarily set by the light of hurricane
lamps, which turned a few red tanned faces quite
white.
The mountain parks team took over the task
of transporting the patient to the road-head.
They consisted of approximately 30 Africans who
took the carrying in turns and finally reached the
waiting Police L.androvers around 5 p.m. The
patient installed and the key turned, nothing
happened! With frantic pushing and heaving
the vehicle burst into life acId was off down the
Sirimon track to the air-strip at Nanyuki where
a waiting aircraft was met.
By 10 p.m. Sunday, 13th September, 1970 the
last stage of Mount Kenya’s longest and most
elaborate mountain rescue was complete, and
our patient alive, if shaken, in Nairobi hospital.
During the later part of the carry to the roadhead, my colleagues and I had gone on ahead
into Nanyuki. On our arrival newspaper reporters
showed a great deal of interest in our week’s
escapade. We managed to negotiate a very
reasonable settlement for our few words, which
included an eight course meal and a copious
supply of liquid refreshment.
The photograph shows the summit of Mount
Kenya and the line of ascent. The scene of the
accident is indicated by an ‘X’.

Editor’s Note
Dick Cooper had climbed to the summit of
Mount Kenya himself only two weeks before the
events described above. During the rescue he
spent six days and nights at the scene of the
accident playing an important part in the rescue
and showing great courage and endurance.
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New Sultan in Oman
by Graham H. Little

“

c_

/

here’s been a coup”, the man said,
looking up from his “Scotsman”.
“A coo?” (visions of the local beasties flashing
through my mind—the scene being one of
the remoter establishments of the Isle of Skye,
where I was spending the last week of my leave
from Muscat, enjoying days of total rainfall).
“Aye a coup—in Muscat”
“But you don’t get coo’s in Muscat”
And so it might have continued had not the
gentleman in question passed over his paper. A
coup indeed it was—front page material—with
a photograph of the deposed ruler looking
rather wistfully out of the page. “The Sultan
of Muscat and Oman, Said bin Taimur was
yesterday deposed by his son Qaboos bin Said
after a short exchange of gunfire”, ran the report,
enlarging into a quick description of Muscat
and the reasons behind the coup.
Initially the world at large seemed at a bit of
a loss as to exactly where Muscat and Oman was,
but the ensuing coverage of the world press,
radio and TV soon changed that. The next few
days saw the familiar sights of Muscat subject
to the scrutiny of BBCTV; long articles on the
Sultan, slavery and poverty appeared in all the
best Sunday’s, and in a day or two the problems
of Muscat were discussed, analysed, solved and
forgotten about.
Not for myself the forgetting; five days later
and reassured by some pleasant noises from the
end of a telephone in Winsley Street, I was back
en-route for Muscat—not without some mis
givings, despite the assurance that the “situation
was being considered as normal”. The mis
givings were I may say somewhat allayed at
Dubai Airport where in the wondrous manner
of these parts three more people had been booked
onto the plane than were seats available. After
the obligatory counts, ticket checks, arguments
and delays, the plane eventually took off minus

three passengers and one hour late; the situation
was indeed depressingly normal.
But the normality ended in Dubai. A few
minutes in Muscat were enough to feel that the
situation had changed dramatically. The whole
country seemed in a fever of excitement. Flags
flew from every possible vantage point. Every
house, hut and barasti had its flag, as did every
car, landrover and lorry. The streets were lined
with flags, triumphal arches spanned the main
road, and the old city gates of Mutrah and Muscat
were bedecked with the Omani national colours.
Muscat had spared no effort to welcome her new
Sultan.
For after the coup, the new Sultan had decided
to visit his capital, the town of Muscat. His father
had lived latterly at Salalah, some five hundred
miles to the south—his last visit to Muscat being
some eleven years ago. So Sultan Said Qaboos
had flown from Salalah to Muscat to meet his
people, and his people had welcomed him in a
delirium of joy. One can read in history
books of kings making triumphal entries into
their capitals, of dancing in the streets amid
scenes of national jubilation. One can read and
try to imagine the scene, but that day in July,
in Muscat, it all happened here. The sultan drove
the five miles from the airport to his palace
through such wildly hysterical crowds—there
was dancing in the streets—and had there been
fountains I am sure they would have run wine.
The reasons for such jubilation were not
hard to find. The discovery of oil in Oman
some years previously had suddenly given this
slowly declining country a relatively large per
capita income and the chance to bring real
benefits to its people. Unfortunately changes
had been resisted—progress was to be slow and
indeed seemed to be bogged down in a multitude
of petty restrictions. Education seemed not to
be encouraged and what development there was
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seemed to be bringing no immediate practical
benefit to the people.
Overnight all had changed, Radio Oman was
born, and the Sultan put into effect immediate
reforms. Restrictions were lifted, import duties
lowered, and abolished altogether on basic
foodstuffs. A Prime Minister was appointed.
Pledges regarding education and medical services
were given. No small wonder then, the scenes of
jubilation.
Having established himself in Muscat, the
Sultan proceeded in accordance with tradition
to make a tour of his country—visiting the Sheiks,
the tribal leaders of Oman. Charles Seale, Sidney
Smith and myself were fortunate enough to be
at Ibri at the tome if the Sultan’s visit there.
(Ibri being one of the regional capitals some
200 miles into the interior—and only a few
miles distant from one of the hospitals at present
under construction). Previous rulers would have
made this trip by camel; the last Sultan came by
lorry; Said Qaboos flew by chartered Fokker
Friendship—but no whit abashed by such
manifestations of the twentieth century the
local dignitaries greeted their new Sultan as
tradition demanded, escorting the plane down
the runway on horseback, to a magnificent
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chanting and firing of rifles—a display which
was followed by scenes of welcome similar to
those we had witnessed in Muscat. Tradition
had to bend again as the Sultan departed for
Muscat after a few hours—Charles Seale being
included in the official party aboard the Friend
ship.
In the ensuing months the Sultan has continued
the work of modernising his country. Ministries
have been forred, senior civil servants appointed
and plans made for development. But today,
three months after it all happened, the scenes
stay vivid in the memory; the apparent incon
gruities at the most stately of occasions, as for
example when the Sultan was inspecting a
venerable guard of honour outside his palace
and one of the guards stepped forward and
brought out a camera and the Sultan in no
way put out stopped and posed; but over all
what one remembers is the real and deep emotion
aroused in a people who had suddenly found
a national identity, a national self respect and
a real hope for the future; a hope which we all
have, that this country of Oman can by a realistic
use of the revenues from its natural resources
bring lasting benefits to its people.

Ask the Family
by Ste,’e Hobden

was quite amusing in the office, on the
morning of Tuesday 15th September to
hear the expressions of surprise after
the appearance of the Hobdetis in the first heat
of ‘Ask tile Family’. Civil engineers, it appears, did
not consider themselves and their families to be
bright enough for high speed quiz programmes on
matters of General Knowledge and Current
Affairs. Especially when there is no paper
supplied to ‘doodle’ on.
When we sent in our names to BBC TV we
didn’t really expect to appear in the programme,

but it offered an opportunity to see the Television
Centre and hat went on there. Some few weeks
later we felt it was quite an achievement to be
asked to meet another family for a ‘play-off’ and
when we heard that more than 2,000 families
had applied, we were pleasantly surprised to
find we were one of the families selected for the
final 16.
We have enjoyed taking part in the series.
From the start we were made to feel thoroughly
at home at Lime Grove and on our first visit we
were introduced to all the people on the studio
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Staff Notes
New Appointments
The
Hobden
Family

floor, as well as the producer and his assistants.

Robert Robinson always insists that Ask tile
Family’ is ‘only a game’, and that is the general
approach to the programme; which everybody
clearly enjoys.
In spite of this a lot of hard work goes into
each programme. The studio is booked for a
whole day, and during the morning there is a
run through of all the questions with teams of
students to eliminate ambiguities and misunder
standings; then the contestants arrive at 1.30 for
‘briefing’ before the 2 o’clock rehearsal, when it
is hoped that any faults on cameras, monitors or
sound will be correct. The recording begins at
3 o’clock and as the floor manager counts down
the seconds for the titles and signature tune to
begin, everybody knows ‘this is it’. Anything we
say now will be heard by millions; and each one
who hears is one less for Hughie Green.
We were never aware of the cameras as such
or of being nervous, but during the second round
recordings there were several breakdowns and
as we sat waiting for things to be put right we
found we were very much on edge. When the
recording continued both teams were so deter
mined to get on with it that we rang the bell and
gave our answers before we had thought them
out properly. At other times we had sudden
attacks

of inactivity when

we each

assumed

somebody else would buzz and give the answer.

During later rounds the pace of the programme
quickened, consequently the chief requirement
is concentration. When we got distracted by
watching the cameras being moved about or
looking at the other family, we forgot the ques
tion or lost valuable seconds in thinking it out.
Another necessity is a sense of humour. Anyone
who takes himself too seriously to take a cal
culated chance and only gives the answers he
knows to be right misses half the fun and possibly
quite a lot of points.
We’ll miss our trips to the studio, and we would
like to see someone we know appearing in the
programme next year. If you have two children
between 11 and 16, do write to the producer,
Mr. Korer. His address is:
Mr. Cecil Korer,
Room 2052,
BBC, Kensington House,
Richmond Way, London W.l4
And the best of luck, but, however far you pro
gress you’ll enjoy yourselves.
Editor’s Note
It is useless to speculate as to whether success
will spoil the Hobdens as although the program
mes have all been pre-recorded they have not
yet all been televised and Steve resolutely refuses
to disclose how successful they have been.
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London Office
R. A. Abbott
M. F. Bailey
M. B. Bello
G. R. C. Burton
A. F. Clarke
R. P. Davis
Miss A. I. Duffett
N. Finn
J. L. Franklin (Rejoined)
N. J. Gerrett
Mrs. E. L. Holland
C. W. Holmes (Seconded from John Mowlem & Company Limited)
Miss L. 1. Jensen
Miss S. Mason
S. H. Mawer
P. G. Metherell
Miss B. A. McCreesh
P. J. Noakes
J. Offer
0. R. M. Parker
I. D. Richards
B. Sales
B. Sunjoto (Indonesian United Nations Development Programme Trainee)
K. K. Tang (Seconded from Public Works Department, Hong Kong)
Miss J. Warner
D. A. Weller
R. Warhurst
R. W. Wyatt
R. P. Young
Glasgow Office
A. J. Dickson
Miss M. A. Gow
I. E. Hutchison
H. Lynch
Miss A. Wilson
Site
S. M. Armitage (Rejoined)
C. D. Chandler
Mrs. P. F. Cottam
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J. Duckworth
M. G. Evans
F. J. Hillier
Mrs. E. A. Johnston (Rejoined)
A. G. Rees (Rejoined)
P. A. R. Scott

Club Notes

Overseas
A. K. Fraser—A.E., Hong Kong Office
T. Hodge—R.E., New Capital, British Honduras
J. H. Mitchell—R.E., Sea Road, Muscat
S. Smith—C.O.W., Regional Development Plan, Muscat and Mutrah

Camera Club
Overseas Staff Returning to U.K.

Our Autumn Programme opened with a well
illustrated lecture by Joan Sigrist entitled ‘12,000
miles down under’. Joan, a relative newcomer
to this country attracted a sizable audience and
provided us with a well balanced selection of
slides, showing her ability and originality as a
photographer combined with her knowledge
of Australia. I doubt if many of us are well
enough equipped to attempt a similar talk on
the U.K.
The Bernard Ranger Trophy Competition
brought in a record number of 214 slides (from
frames to 2k” square) thanks to our publicity
campaign illustrated by cartoonist ‘Dick’, to
whom we give our thanks.
The results were made known to a near
capacity audience on the 22nd October, when
Mr. R. Woolner of Southgate Photographic
Society gave his annual constructive criticisms
of each slide in turn prior to screening his choice
of the three winners of each section, followed
by the overall winner of the competition and
hence the cup. It was unfortunate that three of
the winners were in Westmorland at the time.
Mr. Woolner’s criticisms were accepted in
silence by the assembled throng but his three
basic points could be summarized as follows:—

P. A. S. Ferguson—London Office (ex Hong Kong Office)
D. A. Flint—London Office (ex Brunei)
M. J. Kennedy—London Office (ex Hong Kong Office)
F. S. Matthews—London Office (ex Botswana)
I. H. Tetlow—London Office (ex Hong Kong Office)
P. T. Webster—M6 (ex Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok)
D. I.. Williams—M6 (ex Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok)
W. J. Wyley—London Office (ex New Capital, British Honduras)

Movements of Staff Overseas
G. W. Atkinson—i.O.W., Sea Road, Muscat (ex M6)
R. A. Denton-Cox—A.R.E., Sea Road, Muscat (ex London)
H. D. Egerton—Nairobi Office, Kenya (ex London)
C. P. Harding—Structural Engineer, Lagos/Apapa Road, Lagos (ex London)
P. A. B. Innes—Munich, on secondment to Hans J. Grube (ex Lagos)
A. H. L. Kellam—Nairobi Office, Kenya (ex M6)
D. H. Newell—Deputy Project Director, East Pakistan Transport Study (ex London)
A. V. Reid Thomas—Grenada (ex London)
G. F. Russ—Office Manager, East Pakistan Transport Study (ex M6)
W. Scott—Kenya Tea Roads (ex M2)
P. D. Smith—Grenada (ex London)
A. J. Strongman—Project Manager, Mombasa Airport Study (ex Kota Kinabalu)
G. E. Trigg—A.R.E., New Capital, British Honduras
0. J. Van Aswegen—1.O.W., Kai Tak Extension, Hong Kong (ex British Honduras)
Movements of Staff in U.K.
M. S. Bourner
C. A. H. Fink
C. R. Fitt
D. W. Hight
W. M. Hopkins
W. R. Kemp
M. A. Slinn
J. Taylor
S. Turceninoff
I. Wilkinson
C. J. H. Wright
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M6
M6
M6
M6

To

London Office
M2
London Office
Post-graduate course at imperial College
London Office
London Office
London Office
Post-graduate course at Cornell University
Post-graduate course
London Office
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London Office
Post-graduate course at Imperial College
London Office
M6
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(a)

The picture must be in focus where it is
intended to be in focus:
i.e. check depth of focus field before
taking any picture.

(b)

Picture Content:
i.e. if you are taking a photo of your girl
do so, but don’t include too many
sq. metres of land, sea and air at the
same time unless you intend it to be a
landscape record photo, which is
totally different from a photo of
your girl.

Try to achieve a three dimensional effect
by the use of side lighting:
eg. one side of the building in shade
with the other side in sunlight.
Three simple rules maybe, but well worth
remembering.
The section winners were as follows:—
(c)

Open (104 Entries)
1st D. King
2nd D. Lyon
3rd J. Lindsay

Boats (67 Entries)
1st J. Greenfleld
2nd D. King
3rd T. Ottway

Flower Arrangements (43 Entries)
1st S. Hobden
2nd J. Ambridge
3rd T. Ottway
The Bernard Ranger Cup was won by Steve
Hobden for his first in the Flower Arrangement
section, and to whom we give our congratulations.
Some of the winning slides are reproduced
here in monochrome. Please bear in mind that
the originals were in colour when passing judg
ment on them.
Steve Hobden’s two lunchtime lectures on
Developing and Printing were not as well
supported as last year’s, we hope this will not
be reflected in the number of entries for our
forthcoming black and white competitions.
The return of several former club members
from the M.6. is most welcome; we hope to see
their names cropping up in future competitions
results.
Two active committee members, Terry Ottway
(Hon. Sec.) and Steve Hobden are leaving London
office before Christmas to take up appointments
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(a)

The picture must be in focus where it is
intended to be in focus:
i.e. check depth of focus field before
taking any picture.

(b)

Picture Content:
i.e. if you are taking a photo of your girl
do so, but don’t include too many
sq. metres of land, sea and air at the
same time unless you intend it to be a
landscape record photo, which is
totally different from a photo of
your girl.

Try to achieve a three dimensional effect
by the use of side lighting:
eg. one side of the building in shade
with the other side in sunlight.
Three simple rules maybe, but well worth
remembering.
The section winners were as follows:—
(c)

Open (104 Entries)
1st D. King
2nd D. Lyon
3rd J. Lindsay

Boats (67 Entries)
1st J. Greenfleld
2nd D. King
3rd T. Ottway

Flower Arrangements (43 Entries)
1st S. Hobden
2nd J. Ambridge
3rd T. Ottway
The Bernard Ranger Cup was won by Steve
Hobden for his first in the Flower Arrangement
section, and to whom we give our congratulations.
Some of the winning slides are reproduced
here in monochrome. Please bear in mind that
the originals were in colour when passing judg
ment on them.
Steve Hobden’s two lunchtime lectures on
Developing and Printing were not as well
supported as last year’s, we hope this will not
be reflected in the number of entries for our
forthcoming black and white competitions.
The return of several former club members
from the M.6. is most welcome; we hope to see
their names cropping up in future competitions
results.
Two active committee members, Terry Ottway
(Hon. Sec.) and Steve Hobden are leaving London
office before Christmas to take up appointments
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and 1st Prize—
Flower Arrangements
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overseas; we are sorry to see them leave but hope
their association with the club will continue from
afar.
David Smith has taken over as Hon. Sec. whilst
another willing committee member has to be
found.
Remember, remember the 25th December
and our next colour competition:—
Closing Date for entries 1st February, 1971
Subjects 1. Colour Prints ONLY—Open
2. Colour Transparencies—”There
is a Santa Claus”
A final word of encouragement for all owners
of box cameras or instamatics:—
Two very active members of the club owning
expensive cameras, meters etc. produced duff
results from their holiday photos this summer,
so take heart all of those with inexpensive,
uncomplicated cameras you don’t know when you
are well off.

with his left arm and throws in the occasional
‘Chinaman’. Obviously he found the wickets
here much to his liking because he succeeded
in bamboozling a large number of batsmen.
When I look at the batting averages I realise that
miracles are certainly possible for topping the
list is my own name, a little luckily I think,
because if Ron Chapman had stayed at the
wicket for another seven balls in our last match,
his name woud replace mine.
Before giving a brief description of the games
which followed the Richard Costain match
(this match and those prior to it were described
in the summer edition), I would like to offer my
thanks to the Partners for providing us with the
opportunity to play cricket, it is much app
reciated. My thanks also to Ron Chapman for
skippering the side and to Dave Lyon who
performed this duty in his absence.

DAVID LYON

Nyasaland Leopards 133 i’. S. W. K. & P. 61
K. Hackney 13
K. Hackney 3 for 20
D. Lyon 3 for 26

(Hon. Chairman)

Cricket
With their flannels safely packed away in
mothballs our cricketers can look back at a very
satisfactory season. Nine matches were played
against other firms and these, coupled with the
President’s Match and two single wicket compet
itions, made it a full and enjoyable summer.
The results, four wins and five defeats, were also
satisfactory but we shall have to become more
consistent before my ambition of winning every
game is achieved. In what is initially a team game
it is very difficult to single out players whose
performances were outstanding. However, con
gratulations are, I feel, due to Bob Cambridge
for topping the bowling averages. Bob, who has
recently arrived from Australia, bowls off-breaks

1st Prize—Boats

1st Prize—Open

-

and

In

/e

otcasslOfla!

C,namaA

Nyasaland Leopards, who were captained by
Mr. Grace, made their customary solid start and
with the score at 51 for 2 it looked as though they
were set to make a large total. It was at this stage
that our bowlers gave us the fillip we required by
taking four wickets for the addition of only seven
runs. However, we were unable to take advantage
of this good fortune and the opposition recovered
and took their total to 133. None of our batsmen
settled down and some good bowling, assisted by
Mr. Grace who took two catches, sent us crashing
to defeat.
Howard Humphries & Son v. S. W. K. & P.

ll7for5
G. French 2 for 20

7Ofor5
G. French 16
P. Green 14 n.o.

The game was late starting owing to a shower
of rain which resulted in the captains agreeing
that each side should bat for a maximum of
fifteen overs each. We batted first and our total
of 70 from this number of overs was considered
safe, especially as the light was failing rapidly
when the opposition’s turn came to bat. However,
we received a nasty shock when they did start
because they immediately started to hit boundary
shots and continued in this manner, giving us a
terrible mauling. When they passed our total in
the eleventh over it was agreed to carry on for
the full fifteen overs, a move which only served
to heap further punishment on our bowlers.
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J. D. & D. M. Watson 30
South of The Thames 128 for 5
R. Costain 90
Nyasaland Leopards 133
Long Ditton tls 60 for 9
Binnie & Partners 102 for 9
Sir A. Gibb & Partners 90 for 9
Charing Cross Hospital 95 for 5
F-toward Humphries 71 for 3
Travers Morgan 69

v. S.W.K. & P. 31 for 0

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

North of The Thames 112 for 7
S.W.K. & P. 41
S.W.K. & P. 61
S.W.K. & P. 61 for 3
S.W.K. & P. 42
S.W.K. & P. 91 for 4
S.W.K. & P. 93
S.W.K. & P. 70 for 5
S.W.K. & P. 153 for 4

Binnie & Pts.
v. S. W. K. & P.
102 for 9
42
R. Cambridge 7 for 42
R. Heddon 15
D. Farthing 12
Bob Cambridge is probably the only member
of the team who wishes to remember this match,
for the remainder of us it was like a nightmare.
Binnie & Partners batted first and although we
took a wicket with the score at eleven, the
opposition batted with determination and took
their total to 102. Once again our batting was
exceptionally poor and Mike Heddon and Dave
Farthing were the only players to score more than
five runs.

BOWLING AVERAGES

Name
R. Cambridge
D. Lyon
M. Heddon
J. Greenfleld
G. French
R. Chapman
P. Margesson
K. Hackney

No. of
Overs

No. of
Maidens

No. of
Runs

No. of
Wickets

Average

37
384
8
68
4
16
13
345

0
7
1
12
0
0
0
3

139
125
23
228
27
71
73
185

25
14
2
18
2
5
5
11

556
895
11-5
12-7
13-5
14-2
14-6
168

P. Bennett

C. Holmes

Ai.so BOWLED

R. J. G. Edwards

N. Patel

R. Denton-Cox

Sir A. Gibb & Pts
90 for 9
R. Cambridge 7 for 35

D. R. Hitchings
R. Chapman
G. French
M. Heddon
K. Hackney
P. Green

C. Holmes

D. Farthing
N. Patel
R. J. G. Edwards
D. Lyon
J. Greenfield
M. Laner
S. Hobden
P. Margesson
N. Bokil
3. Hopkins

No. of
Innings

No. of
Not Outs

Highest
Score

Total
Score

Average

7
7
8
3
6
3
2
5
6
3
3
7
6
2
3
4
2

3
2
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
1
2
1
0

58*
66
48
15
22
14*
18*
13
24
12
4
13*
12
2*
2*
3
1

138
155
152
34
55
20
18
43
48
22
7
36
30
3
2
4
1

34-5
310
21.7
113
110
100
90
8-6
8-0
73
7.3
6-0
50
30
20
1-3
0-5

Charing Cross Hospital
95for5
D. Lyon 2 for 24
R. Cambridge 2 for 24

*Not out
ALSO BATTED

P. Ekert

P. Bennett

R. Denton-Cox

E. Farrand

P. Battley

S. Jennings

R. Cambridge

1’.

S. W. K. & P.
91 for 4
D. Hitchings 58 no.

Bob Cambridge again had a field day with his
bowling and continually kept the opposition
guessing which way the ball was going to turn.
When we started to bat 1 soon realised that my
lucky star was shining and, taking full advantage
of the occasion, I recorded my highest score for
the club. Able assistance was rendered by D.
Farthing, N. Patel and J. Greenfield and we
passed the opposition’s total at the end of the
seventeenth over.

BATTING AVERAGES

Name

27

Long Ditton us
v. S. W. K. & P.
6Ofor9
6lfor3
D. Lyon 3 for 12
G. French 28
R. Cambridge 3 for 13
R. Chapman 18 n.o.
Bowlers Dave Lyon and John Greenfleld who
gave us a good start in this match and Bob
Cambridge who followed with his spinners never
gave the opposition batsmen time to settle in. The
score was contained to a reasonable total for our
batsmen who performed competently to give us a
well deserved victory.

1970 SEASON

RESULTS FOR

CHRISTMAS, 1970

M. Kenned

v.

S. W. K. & P.
94
K. Hackney 22
G. French 19

This was an afternoon match and it must have
been played on the hottest day of the year.
Dave Lyon, who was captain for the day, was
fortunate to win the toss and made the wise
decision to bat, thus forcing the opposition to
bowl in most gruelling conditions. Although
five of our batsmen scored double figures, only

Keith Hackney was able to stay at the crease for
any duration. Unfortunately he ran out of part
ners and was finally dismissed whilst trying to
“tonk” a few quick runs. John Greenfield and
Dave Lyon opened the bowling with the tightest
display of medium fast bowling we have seen for
a long time and at the end of the thirteenth over
we were well in the game with the score at 24 for
3. It was at this stage that the Charing Cross
batsmen begat to stick and Bob Cambridge was
was brought on to try and force the breach. Alas,
our tactics did not succeed and although Bob
took two wickets the score mounted slowly and
eventually passed our own.
Travers Morgan & Partners
69
R. Cambridge 5 for 22
J. Greenfield 3 for 21

v. S. K. V. & P.
l53for4
R. Chapman 66
D. Hitchings 39 n.o.

Ron Chapman and Geoff French gave us a
good start with an opening partnership of 43.
We then lost three wickets before I joined Ron
Chapman to enjoy a partnership of 81, which
seemed to completely demoralize the opposition.
When Ron was dismissed with only seven balls
left to play, Cohn Holmes came to the wicket and
joined in the fun by hitting 18 runs before our
innings closed. Our Australian bowlers, Bob
Cambridge and John Greenfield, were in good
form and shared eight wickets between them
whilst dismissing the opposition.
DAVE HITCI-IINGS

Football Club
“Soccer is a game for gentlemen played by
louts” and the firm’s football team is the living
proof of George Bernard Shaw’s statement,
Picked entirely on the basis of physical dimensions
they have succeeded in remaining unbeaten after
three matches having intimidated all faint hearted
opposition into tacit surrender.
Thus team selection poses none of the problems
that beset the Mees and Sextons of this world,
it merely being necessary to decide which eleven
of the available players satisfy the criterion of
being the largest. Positions and tactics are
luxuries that the team can ill afford—and will not
be afforded until they arrive for a match with
eleven goalkeepers.
Once the preliminary formalities have been
dispensed with, with as little fuss as possible all
that remains is the game. The first match was
played on our home pitch at Wormwood Scrubs
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J. D. & D. M. Watson 30
South of The Thames 128 for 5
R. Costain 90
Nyasaland Leopards 133
Long Ditton tls 60 for 9
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v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
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BOWLING AVERAGES

Name
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0
7
1
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0
0
0
3
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2
5
5
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0
0
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0
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2
1
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3
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4
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“Soccer is a game for gentlemen played by
louts” and the firm’s football team is the living
proof of George Bernard Shaw’s statement,
Picked entirely on the basis of physical dimensions
they have succeeded in remaining unbeaten after
three matches having intimidated all faint hearted
opposition into tacit surrender.
Thus team selection poses none of the problems
that beset the Mees and Sextons of this world,
it merely being necessary to decide which eleven
of the available players satisfy the criterion of
being the largest. Positions and tactics are
luxuries that the team can ill afford—and will not
be afforded until they arrive for a match with
eleven goalkeepers.
Once the preliminary formalities have been
dispensed with, with as little fuss as possible all
that remains is the game. The first match was
played on our home pitch at Wormwood Scrubs
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(known as West London Stadium to those collection of reds instead of a motley collection
members of the firm to whom Wormwood Scrubs of whites. However, undaunted the team even
implies something completely different) where tually located Sevenoaks and against a pub side
of some distinction ran out winners by the odd
on arrival the team was whipped into a frenzy by
the captain. Thus aroused the team ran out to face goal in five. Most players would have enjoyed
the oppositions hospitality if their navigation
the might of Arden & Brookes—Architects and
hadn’t failed them once more and sent them off
Town Planners, who crumpled in front of the
in the wrong direction.
mastery shown by the white-shirted (almost)
Any members of the firm who were previously
supermen (?) who arrogantly and imperiously
stroked the ball from man to man to the tumul unaware of this outlet for their pseudomasochistic tendencies are invited to contact the
tuous applause and acclaim of the two spectators.
Football matches we are told by the experts Team Secretary.
are won by the team that dominates the middle of
the park, this game was in fact won by John Results
Arden & Brookes
v.
Stamper who set up such a reign of terror all over 27.9.70
Won 6—0
the pitch that opposition players fled screaming
Scorers Hackney (3)
from the vicinity of the ball shouting “Watch the
Laner (2)
body”. With such total domination it is not
Stamper
surprising that the match was won 6—0 with
considerable ease. It is difficult to mention
v.
Chingstowe
individuals in a report like this but Keith Hackney 7.10.70
Drew 2—2
(a pusillanimous proselyte if ever I saw one—
Scorers Chang
eyewitnesses in the showers confirm this) scored
Holmes
a hat-trick the first goal of which followed an
excellent cross by Mike Laner and is probably
Cock Inn United
v.
15.11.70
the only reasonable goal scored by the team so
Won 3—2
far. Other players worthy of a mention are Billy
Scorers Stamper
Holmes, the most profane player ever to
Farrell
blaspheme his way through 45 minutes of
Clemson
football (he finds it impossible to swear against
the wind) and John Surridge, who whilst being
G. H. FRENCH, Team Secretary 347
one of the cleaner players on the field did succeed
in breaking an opponent’s wrist.
Go!f
Flushed by the initial success two more matches
Some ten years ago the first ‘Measor Mashie’
which
first
of
the
arranged,
were immediately
against “Chingstowe” turned out to be far more competition was held and since then a number of
fixtures with fellow Consultants and one Con
difficult than the game against Arden & Brookes.
tractor have been added to the list, so I thought it
Played in a little-known area of East London at
an even lesser known time on a Sunday morning appropriate that a resume of a decade of SWKP
on top of a sewage laden river in the middle of golf be compiled.
It can be seen we have yet to beat Ove Arup
the strike the team suffered through a lack of
who appear to be very strong in all fields of
gas masks. After one or two early setbacks (in
the shape of goals) the eleven players did discover sport and 1970 saw our first victory over Richard
and our first defeat at the hands of
Costains
some semblence of order to fight back to a 2—2
Preece Cardew & Rider, however, a record of
draw before comprehensively outdrinking the
opposition in the local hostelry. The main point played 42, won 16, drawn 9 and lost 17 is more
emerging from this game is a belated vote of than respectable. By the way, we have played on
17 different courses over the years, not that our
thanks to our goalkeeper Steve Bowery who
knocked his finger out of joint, asked Bob James golf is so bad Club Secretaries do not allow us a
return visit but they do say join SWKP and see
reasonably politely to put it back, and then
the World so we endeavour to move around
continued normally.
The third match should have been notable as south of the Thames as frequently as possible.
Now a brief account of the four matches
the first one in which the team shirt sent down
from the M6 was worn. Unfortunately only half played since the last issue of Pontifact. On the
a set arrived so the team played in a motley 9th July we met Sir Alexander Gibbs at Tyrells
.
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1965
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1966

Drawn

Lost

Won
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Lost

1967

Lost
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Lost
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Robin
Osborn
Henry
Grace
Pat
Vulliamy
Terry
Wickham
Henry
Grace
Frank
Simpson
John
Stamper
Terry
Wickham
Alistair

—
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—
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Reid-

Thomas
1970

Drawn

Won

Won

—

Wood and stopped the rot of three defeats in a
row with a 2—2 draw and later in the season, on
2nd September, also at Tyrells Wood, we beat
Richard Costains 3—1 after a string of five defeats.
It would appear Tyrells Wood is ‘our’ course for
when we ventured to new pastures we suffered
appalling defeats. Perhaps we should not move
around south of the Thames quite so frequently.
Preece Cardew & Rider beat us for the first
time 2--+ at Betchworth Park on 5th August
and a couple of weeks later Ove Arup gave what
is now regarded as ‘the usual thrashing’ by
beating us 3—0 at Addington. Both these matches
were played on courses new to us and on wet and
windy days, even so they are courses well worth a
return visit despite the opposition and the
weather.
I am pleased to hear Robin Osborn, winner of
the first ‘Mashie’, has rejoined the Firm in Hong
Kong. He is therefore a challenger for the first
to complete the double by winning both the
‘Mashie’ and the ‘Pontifact Putter’, along with

Lost

Lost

Drawn

Ken
Weir

David
Coffey

Pat Vulliamy and the roving Partner, Henry
Grace.
A reminder about the ‘Putter’ competition;
cards, for games played outside the UK between
January and June 1971, to arrive in London by
by mid-June.
The following fixtures have already been
arranged for the 1971 season, so please note the
dates.
24th June, 1971 (Provisional)
RAC Club—’Measor Mashie’
1st July, 1971
Kingswood Golf Club v. Mott Hay &
Anderson
22nd July, 1971
St. Georges Hill Golf Club v. Sir Alexander
Gibb & Partners
8th September, 1971
Tyrells Wood Golf Club v. Richard Costain
GRAHAM WALKER

_________
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Richard Costains 3—1 after a string of five defeats.
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and a couple of weeks later Ove Arup gave what
is now regarded as ‘the usual thrashing’ by
beating us 3—0 at Addington. Both these matches
were played on courses new to us and on wet and
windy days, even so they are courses well worth a
return visit despite the opposition and the
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Squash Rackets
Squash Rackets continues its rapid increase
in popularity, not only within this country but
throughout the world. The S.R.A. Handbook
contains reports from such unlikely places as
Uruguay and Malta. The trend is clearly reflected
both within the firm and in the Cementation
Squash League in which we participate.
The first social attracted 17 players, ranging
in standard from regular team members to
absolute beginners. There is therefore no need
for anyone to hesitate about joining in a social
due to lack of experience. The better players
present are only too pleased to take the opport
unity to air their limited knowledge.
The results in the League so far this season
are as follows:
Won 4-1
S. W. K. P. i’. W. S. Atkins
1’. Harris & Sutherland Won 4—1
v. Ove Arup
Lost 2—3
Won 34—1+
v. Freeman Fox
These show considerable improvement on
last year’s results. The reasons for this can be
attributed to two main factors. First and fore
most, after a certain amount of encouragement
from the Secretary, Staff Services have shown
admirable co-operation in adjusting their re
cruitment techniques and now appear to treat
ability at Squash as an important criterion when
interviewing staff. This revised system has prod
uced Nick Finn, who before his arrival, was
rurnoured to have coached the Oxford Uni
versity Ladies Squash Team. This gave rise to
considerable conjecture that his prowess on the
court might well be matched by similar skills in

other fields. Of these skills, the former, after
certain problems of regaining form, has been
proved and at present he is the disputed No. 1.
With regard to the latter he appears to be still
in the process of regaining his form. Match
Practice is what he needs.
The second factor contributing to the improve
ment in League results is the undoubted improve
ment of last year’s team members. Outstanding
in this respect is Terry Keefe. Against Ove Arup,
in spite of a strained back, he played his best
game of the season. It was a victorious but
shaken Robin Whittle of Arups who came of
the court at the end of the match. Robin had won
the first two games easi]y and stood sympathetic
ally aside while his apparently shattered opponent
lay prostrate on the floor, his agonised groans
obviously interpreted by Robin as those of a man
praying for deliverence from further punishment.
To his utter astonishment, ten minutes later,
the score had been levelled to 2 all. Such tenacity
and sacrifice by Terry far outweigh his minor
indescretions such as delaying the start of the
Atkins match while he completed the manicure
of his toe nails. ‘All the world’s a stage and all
the men and women merely players’ As You
Like It, Act II, Sc. IV.
Dick Brown finally beat Geoff French to win
the handicap tournament last season—”Age
before beauty”.—Anon.
Finally, on behalf of all who participate in the
squash activities, a sincere vote of thanks to the
Partners for their keen interest and generous
support to the club.
D. W. FARTHING
Hon. Sec. Squash

The opening of the M6 Motorway
by Archie Evans

jmost eleven years have passed since
December 1959 when we had con
firmation from the Ministry of Trans
port to investigate all possible routes between the
northern end of the Lancaster Bypass (M6) at
Carnforth to the southern end of the proposed
Penrith Bypass and to make recommendations as

to the most suitable route(s). On 23rd October,
1970 the most suitable and picturesque route by
public acclaim was in fact opened for the travelling
public by the Minister of Transport, The Right
Honourable John Peyton, MP. The project can
in truth be said to be the largest undertaking the
firm has ever carried out and salutory and
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complimentary remarks of the completed scheme
have been received from all quarters. Over the
years there have been periodic reports with facts
and figures which have appeared in a number of
the editions of Pontijict and at the risk of
boring perhaps just a few, some general informa
tion on the project may be appropriate as a back
ground to the milestone of achievement which
culminated with the special event on 23rd
October, 1970.
Between 1948 and 1953 a number of Ministry
of Transport Engineers carried out a detailed
study of a route for the northward extension of
the M6 from the Lancaster Bypass. This route
traversed a considerable length of the Lune
Valley before crossing the fells to a point on the
existing A6 north of Shap Village.
It was, jilter aija, the opposition to this route
together with the rapid advances of the science of
Traffic Engineering and the accepted higher
motorway design standards that contributed in
some measure to our assignment from the
Ministry which gave us virtually a clean slate for
our terms of reference.
The first phase culminated in the presentation
of a comprehensive report to the Ministry on 31st
March, 1962 with the subniission soon afterwards
of voluminous appendices in support. The permu
tation of the various routes studied numbered
over 30 and these were examined intensively until
six viable routes were established. Our final
recommendation presented two routes to the
Ministry as being the optimum of their respective
kinds, the one, the direct route which involved
tunnels under the existing Shap Fells, and the
other, a wholly surface route. Although the
direct route was the shorter of the two routes by
over two miles and would have ensured less
traffic operating costs, the capital cost was the
greater by about £5 m. The cost/benefit of the
shorter route was not considered large enough to
offset the higher capital cost and other disadvan
tages of the Direct Route. The Killington Route
was therefore chosen.
The Ministry’s choice was made known in
February 1963 and three months later the
Ministry’s Advisory Committee on Landscaping
with a number of Ministry and County officials
inspected the whole route in company with Mr.
J. K. M. Henry. The Committee was very
impressed with the chosen route, especially so
when a wealth of pertinent detail had been given
to them during their tour of inspection to more
fully appreciate the proposals. Although the sub
ject of service areas had up to that time hardly
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been considered, the Committee on assembling
on a knoll overlooking Killington Reservoir
(Lake or Tarn would be much more appropriate)
were unanimous that the site was unique for a
service area and the outcome is that the site is
being partially developed and is due to open in
the summer of 1971. (A view of this site appeared
in p. 9 of PotltiJàct 1967 Summer Edition).
The Ministry having accepted the line in
principle there
, followed a few months later the
1
commission from them to carry out the design of
the whole scheme through the complex stages of
the whole range of statutory and procedural work,
together with the detail design to contract letting
stage. It was at this stage that EN 5926 ceased to
exist and Job Element Number 64200 took its
place with its vast plethora of P.S.L. V.S.N. and
F.S.N.’s. The procedural work although lengthy,
complex and frustrating to a degree (at least the
nth!) and mostly unrewarding is of course vitally
necessary even though it is generally considered
that it could be streamlined and still be effective.
These lengthy processes give the public who are
affected by the proposals both directly and in
directly, not one but three chances to raise
objections. Some of the objections are accom
panied by the most outrageous alternative
suggestions. From this completely negative
attitude to the proposals, which is very under
standable, there occasionally emerges some more
positive proposal which is ultimately adopted.
A particular case resulted in a distinct improve
ment for the four miles north of Farleton where
the route commences to rise from the coastal
plain wide of Morecambe Bay into the fell
country. The exercise known as the Gatebeck
realignment resulted in our original route being
realigned on slightly higher ground and, biter
a/ia, the views of the Lakeland Fells and over
Morecambe Bay from this section of the motor
way being even better than from the original
line.
The chosen route of the dua] three-lane motor
way leaves the existing Lancaster Bypass at the
new Carnforth Interchange and traverses the
coastal plain abutting Morecambe Bay for about
nine miles thereafter gradually ascending into
the southern part of the Westmorland fell country
to about 770 feet above sea level alongside
Killington Reservoir. During the next two miles
it is relatively level to Firbank Fell where it des
cends to and crosses the Euston-Glasgow main
railway line at Greyrigg and runs alongside it for
the next 44 miles mostly with stepped carriage
ways through the very beautiful gorge of the
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Squash Rackets
Squash Rackets continues its rapid increase
in popularity, not only within this country but
throughout the world. The S.R.A. Handbook
contains reports from such unlikely places as
Uruguay and Malta. The trend is clearly reflected
both within the firm and in the Cementation
Squash League in which we participate.
The first social attracted 17 players, ranging
in standard from regular team members to
absolute beginners. There is therefore no need
for anyone to hesitate about joining in a social
due to lack of experience. The better players
present are only too pleased to take the opport
unity to air their limited knowledge.
The results in the League so far this season
are as follows:
Won 4-1
S. W. K. P. i’. W. S. Atkins
1’. Harris & Sutherland Won 4—1
v. Ove Arup
Lost 2—3
Won 34—1+
v. Freeman Fox
These show considerable improvement on
last year’s results. The reasons for this can be
attributed to two main factors. First and fore
most, after a certain amount of encouragement
from the Secretary, Staff Services have shown
admirable co-operation in adjusting their re
cruitment techniques and now appear to treat
ability at Squash as an important criterion when
interviewing staff. This revised system has prod
uced Nick Finn, who before his arrival, was
rurnoured to have coached the Oxford Uni
versity Ladies Squash Team. This gave rise to
considerable conjecture that his prowess on the
court might well be matched by similar skills in

other fields. Of these skills, the former, after
certain problems of regaining form, has been
proved and at present he is the disputed No. 1.
With regard to the latter he appears to be still
in the process of regaining his form. Match
Practice is what he needs.
The second factor contributing to the improve
ment in League results is the undoubted improve
ment of last year’s team members. Outstanding
in this respect is Terry Keefe. Against Ove Arup,
in spite of a strained back, he played his best
game of the season. It was a victorious but
shaken Robin Whittle of Arups who came of
the court at the end of the match. Robin had won
the first two games easi]y and stood sympathetic
ally aside while his apparently shattered opponent
lay prostrate on the floor, his agonised groans
obviously interpreted by Robin as those of a man
praying for deliverence from further punishment.
To his utter astonishment, ten minutes later,
the score had been levelled to 2 all. Such tenacity
and sacrifice by Terry far outweigh his minor
indescretions such as delaying the start of the
Atkins match while he completed the manicure
of his toe nails. ‘All the world’s a stage and all
the men and women merely players’ As You
Like It, Act II, Sc. IV.
Dick Brown finally beat Geoff French to win
the handicap tournament last season—”Age
before beauty”.—Anon.
Finally, on behalf of all who participate in the
squash activities, a sincere vote of thanks to the
Partners for their keen interest and generous
support to the club.
D. W. FARTHING
Hon. Sec. Squash

The opening of the M6 Motorway
by Archie Evans
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to the most suitable route(s). On 23rd October,
1970 the most suitable and picturesque route by
public acclaim was in fact opened for the travelling
public by the Minister of Transport, The Right
Honourable John Peyton, MP. The project can
in truth be said to be the largest undertaking the
firm has ever carried out and salutory and
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The Minister of
Transport, The Right
Honourable John
Peyton, M.P., cuts the
tape watched by T. D.
Wilson, Director of the
North Western Road
Construction Unit.
(Photographed by kind
permission of John
Laing & Son Ltd.)
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River Lune to Tebay. Froni Tebay it rises with
horizontally separated carriageways up the gentle
slopes of Crosby Ravensworth and Hardendale
Fells and at one point is within 50 yards of the
famous Shap incline on the main railway line.
Whereas the railway has a gradient of 1 in 74
rising to Shap Summit at an altitude of 916 feet
the motorway has an average gradient of about 1
in 53 rising to its summit at 1,040 feet.
This altitude of the motorway summit on the
sheltered s]ope of Hardendale Fell compares very
favourably with the summit of the notorious A6
road on the exposed Dennings Moss on the Shap
Fells proper some four miles distant at an altitude
of almost 1,400 feet above sea level with ap
proaches as steep as I in 10! From its summit at
1,040 feet the route descends again with horizon
tally separated carriageways to the shallow valley
of the River Leith, crosses the A6 near Harrison’s
Limestone Quarry and passing through the Earl
of Lonsdale’s Lowther Park for about half a mile
joins the southern end of the Penrith Bypass near
the village of Hackthorpe.
There are five interchanges and all are now in
full use except the Farleton Interchange which at
present only gives access to and from A65(T)
the Kendal-Kirkby Lonsdale-Skipton Trunk road.
Its function will not be complete until the pro
posed Kendal Link Trunk Road is in operation,
which will probably be about 1974. This project
has had a very chequered career in that the scheme
originally involved some half dozen oak trees of

very limited aesthetic quality at the northern
extremity of Levens Park. The trees are now safe
from trunk road intrusion as the Minister at the
opening ceremony declared that an alternative
route for the western section of the Kendal Link
had now been agreed which avoids the Park
altogether much to the delight of the owner whose
oaks have probably had more publicity than the
one associated with King Charles.
The total length of the project is 364- miles
which was let in five contracts as follows:

Section
Cam forth—
Farleton
Farleton—
Killington
Killington
Tebay
Tebay—
Thrimby
Thrimby—
Hackthorpe

Contractor

French

Length
(Miles)

7.7

Tender
Price

( millions)
4.9

French

7.7

5.4

Laing
Christiani
Shand

94

117

92

79

Tarmac

23

14

Totals

36-3 miles £313 m

Those of you who have not seen ‘our’ length
of the M6 Motorway will get a very good idea of
the type of terrain and the majestic scenery into
which the motorway has been built, from the
superb photographs now on display on the 4th
and 6th floors and taken by our Kendal photo
grapher friend, Geoff Berry, (who incidentally is
the Secretary of the ‘Friends of the Lake District’).
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The southern
approaches to the
Lune Gorge. The road
passes over the
railway in the
middle foreground.
The Howgills (Fells)
in the background.

An even better impression will be obtained when
the 16mm. film which is now in course of prepara
tion is ‘released’ which should help to make
friends and influence people, or perhaps make
friends of Influential people!
At such a time as this it is most interesting to
look back over the years since we first obtained
the appointment from the Ministry. Our first
office was at 88 Stramongate, Kendal, which
abutted the southern end of Stramongate Bridge
which takes the A6 traffic (and didn’t we know it!)
and which is one of four road bridges spanning
the River Kent in the Borough. After some
alterations the offices accommodated about a
dozen all told and were in use from about Easter
of 1960 to September 1964. The premises were
adequate for our needs until the major increase
in design staff during the summer of 1964, when
after scouring a considerable area of Westmorland
we obtained a lease of Shaw End, a country
mansion about four miles from Kendal with
disused stables and outbuildings. Appropriate
modifications were effected and supplementary
external buildings, including a new soils labora
tory added. The Stramongate premises were
retained and occupied by Tony Williams’ section
together with the Kendal Bridge section, firstly
under John Swift and then Chris Ford. The
maximum number in the Kendal establishment
rose to over 80 by early 1965 and commenced to
decrease in the summer of 1967 with the comple
tion of the drawings and Tender documents for

the Contract letting stage of the Killington to
Tebay Section. The Contract for this section was
commenced in November 1967 to be followed by
the remaining four sections by July 1968. By this
time Shaw End was but a shadow of its former
self, the total staff then numbering about ten,
most of whom were those forming the staff of the
Resident Engineer-in-Chief (Lance Dodd). Lance
Dodd and his staff left for the site office at Old
Hutton in March 1970 and the lease of the house
terminated in May 1970. It was a much improved
Shaw End that was taken back by the owner
whilst the soils lab, building was bought by
Heversham School.
As to the scores of personnel who made up
the staff the sheer enthusiasm for the task in
hand had to be experienced to be believed.
In general it would be invideous to single out
individuals for specific mention. One exception
should, however, be made in the case of C. (Wally)
Walton, whose profile appeared in the issue
of Pontifact for Christmas 1962. He joined us
in 1962 in response to an advertisement which
ran ‘Assistant required by Consulting Engineers
to help with traffic survey—would suit retired
gentleman’. Retired indeed! Such was his
versatility that he not only braved traffic in all
weathers, but acted as public relations officer,
clerk and draughtsman as well. A more pleasant
person it would be hard to meet and his knack
of getting to know people and of them trusting
him in a very short time rendered much valuable
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place in fine weather near the Tebay Interchange
at 10.00 am. on Friday, the 23rd October, 1970.
Soon after 9 am. guests started to fill the
County’s spacious maintenance compound
nearby and at about 9.50 a.m. after (nearly)
all had partaken of coffee the authoritative
voice of Morris Hopkins requested the assembled
company to make its way, with the assistance of
five coaches, to the motorway for the ceremony.
A representative gathering of V.I.P’s includ
ing Mr. E. 0. Measor, Mr. H. Grace and Mr.
J. K. M. Henry assembled on the dais and a
crowd of several hundred on the adjoining
carriageway, verges and the top decks of double
deck coaches. The crowd had been increased
by a number of County Highway Departnient
employees who staged a one day strike in sup
port of a pay claim of 55/— per week. The Director
of the North Western Road Construction Unit,
Mr T. 0. Wilson, opened the proceedings and
referred to “this magnificent highway through
the hills”. The Director was followed in turn
by the Chairman of Westniorland County
Council, then Mr. Henry and finally the Minister
himself. Mr. Henry referred to the challenging
and highly responsible task of the provision of
a motorway through the beautiful country of
Westmorland which would permit efficient
operation of traffic throughout the year and
would not spoil the countryside. He congratu

Borrowbeck iaduct:
London-Glasgow main
line carried on stone
arch viaduct in the
background.

service to the firm. He personally called on every
owner and occupier of land and property that
was due to be effected by the Motorway and it
was by his personality and efficient way of dea]ing
with all manner of problems, especially during
the complex procedural stages, that such good
relations with the public were established.

Lune gorge looking
south. In the
foreground is the old
Lune Bridge. The
A685, Kendal to
Kirkby Stophen road
realigned over motor
way and constructed on
rock shelf on side of
Jeffrey’s Mount.

Altogether he has had three spells with the firm
with only a few months break between each. His
last ‘stint’ of duty was as Chief Clerk to the Chief
Resident Engineer for the Carnforth-Farleton
Section (Stuart McNee) which he relinquished
in December 1969.
And of the opening ceremony itself. This took

‘‘What

I
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lated the Contractors on their achievement in
the construction of the motorway which had
been a ‘formidable and difficult undertaking’
and said that the outcome was the result of the
combined efforts of a sizable team of planners,
designers and supervisory staff. The Minister
paid tribute not only to the Engineers and
Contractors engaged on the project but to those
whose land had been affected by the motorway.
Regular chanting of we want 55’ throughout
all the speeches ensured the strikers of publicity
for their claim but the demonstration was
peaceful and orderly and did not hold up the
opening ceremony. Following the cutting of
the tape a vehicular cavalcade of rather large
proportions led by the V.I.P. coach proceeded
south to Carnforth and then north again to
Shap covering about 70 miles in all. En route
the Burton Service Station built by Mobil was
also opened. After the tour, the proceedings were
brought to a very pleasant conclusion by an
informal luncheon at the Shap Wells Hotel at
which over 200 were present.
It is indeed most rewarding and gratifying
for those who have been associated with a
project of such dimensions to know that it will
take a permanent place beside other such projects
in the history of transportation in this country
and will, it is hoped, be of lasting benefit for future
generations.

Offers”
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paid tribute not only to the Engineers and
Contractors engaged on the project but to those
whose land had been affected by the motorway.
Regular chanting of we want 55’ throughout
all the speeches ensured the strikers of publicity
for their claim but the demonstration was
peaceful and orderly and did not hold up the
opening ceremony. Following the cutting of
the tape a vehicular cavalcade of rather large
proportions led by the V.I.P. coach proceeded
south to Carnforth and then north again to
Shap covering about 70 miles in all. En route
the Burton Service Station built by Mobil was
also opened. After the tour, the proceedings were
brought to a very pleasant conclusion by an
informal luncheon at the Shap Wells Hotel at
which over 200 were present.
It is indeed most rewarding and gratifying
for those who have been associated with a
project of such dimensions to know that it will
take a permanent place beside other such projects
in the history of transportation in this country
and will, it is hoped, be of lasting benefit for future
generations.
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BSC—BSCA Award

1970

by

Tre,’or Hancock

addition to gaining the Concrete
Society Award for 1970 the Firm
has also been successful, in conjunction
with Architects Gollins Melvin Ward and
Partners, in obtaining the Special Award of the
Structural Steel Design Awards 1970 for the
design of the Coniniercial Union Head Office
Building. The Structural Steel Design Awards
are sponsored by the British Steel Corporation
and the British Constructional Steelwork
Association, the objectives of the awards are
“to recognise the high standards of design
attainable in the use of structural steel and its
potential in terms of efficiency, economy and
aesthetics” and the Special Award is made to
that entry which in the opinion of the judges is:—
“the outstanding structure of the year on the basis
of originality of design and of steel application”.
The Commercial Union Building has a
suspended structure which the photograph
taken over the city rooftops clearly shows.
The whole weight of the tower is supported
by the reinforced concrete core which houses
all the lifts, stairs, toilets and the vertical services
and ducts. The outer edges of the floors surround
ing the core are then suspended by steel hangers
from steel framing which cantilevers out from the
concrete core. Two plant rooms are required
in the tower, one at mid-height which houses
the air-conditioning plant and one at the roof
which contains the boilers and cooling towers
and the steel frames cantilevering from the core
are contained within these plant rooms. The
office floors are then hung in two seperate sets
from each of these sets of cantilever frames and
at the time the photograph was taken the upper
hung system was complete and the lower canti

lever frames were in position with the lower set
of suspended floors being erected.
The advantage of this form of construction
as opposed to conventional construction using
columns are that the hangers, being in tension,
are relatively small and can be contained within
window mullions. This avoids columns taking
up valuable office space or projecting outside
thebuilding aid presentstheminimumobstruction
to the glazing. Also the ground floor and base
ment floors are completely freed from the
heavy columus which would otherwise have to
pass through them to support the tower. Further
advantages accrue because, once the core has
been constructed, the rest of the tower is built
from the top down which means that the plant
rooms are available earlier with this type of
construction for the installation of the very
complex services required in a modern fully
air-conditioned building.
Over the last 40 years or so the structural
frames of large buildings have been constructed
either all in steel or all in reinforced concrete
whereas the structure of the CU Building in
fact uses a combination of both these materials.
It is an “integrated” structure in which the core
is constructed in reinforced concrete and also
the concrete in the plant room floors acts in
conjunction with the steelwork to resist the loads
imposed on the cantilever frames. Each material
is used for the job for which it is best suited,
both structurally and economically. Taking this
integrated form of structure into account the
judges commented that the Commercial Union
Building was deemed worthy of the Special
Award because it is an outstanding example
of the suspended type of structure and noted
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that the form of construction was a logical
outcome of economic studies aimed at providing
the maximum floor area.
The foundations to the CLI tower are also of
considerable interest in that they were constructed
in two parts. The first part supported the core
and enabled that section of the structure to be
built at the same time as the second and main part
of the foundation was being constructed under
ground. By the time that the two parts of the
foundation were complete and connected to
gether, the core had reached its full height.
This method of constructing upwards and
downwards simultaneously enables construction
time to be saved, which is particularly valuable
in city centres where land costs are high.
It is particularly gratifying for the Firm to

have obtained both the Concrete Society Award
and the BSC/BCSA Award in one year, and in
each case the Architectural Consultants were
Gollins Melvin Ward & Partners and the
Quantity Surveyors were Langdori & Every.
For the Commercial Union Building the
Services Consultants were G. N. Haden. The
Main Contractor was Taylor Woodrow Con
struction Ltd., and the Steelwork Sub-Contractor
Dawnays Ltd.
The design was carried out in T. G. Hancock’s
Section with P. A. Rutter in charge of the steelwork design and D. J. Verran in charge of the
design of the core. Professor Houghton, the
Firm’s consultant on aerodynamics carried out
extensive laboratory and theoretical studies on
the effects of wind on the building.
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Just supposing
by Graplios

New Products
resh on the market from Tannin Products
of Macupatee, Ceylon, is the T-Probe.
Working on the established principles
used by the well-known divining instruments
which are used to locate drains and water mains,
the T-Probe will quickly and accurately locate
the nearest tea-point. This is obviously very use
ful to the average engineer visiting a site for
the first time, and could be essential when
visiting clients in large, poorly-signposted multi
storey oflices. The device consists of two pieces of
sugar-cane wired to what appears to be a microvoltmeter. Held one in each hand, the canes will
cross over when the operator turns to face the
shortest route to the nearest urn, and the volt
meter gives increasing readings as distance
decreases. A two-position switch allows the
device to detect coffee as well.
T-Probe is recommended for those up to and
including Senior Assistant Engineer; it would
not appear to be necessary for Senior Engineers,
who from our observation have a built-in
instinct which performs this function for them.
Price 79/6 or 27 luncheon vouchers.

JL

Non-News Department

View of building during construction showing the upper “umbrella” and hangers
in position and the lower “umbrella” iust completed.
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At 3.27 p.m. on Tuesday 27th October, the
Scarrowdale Viaduct on the M8 did not collapse.
An eyewitness, 47 year old Phelim McCafferty,
foreman handrail fixer for the contractor, said
“If it had come down, bejabbers, t’would have
made a nasty mess of the finest piece o’ balus
trading this side of the Trent. Come to that, it
was probably the handrailing that held it up. I
never saw anything like it in all my 35 years in
the trade.” Marcus Transom, 55-year-old
Caucasian-born site Agent for the Contractor,
said “This will not affect our policies: we shall
go on building bridges up and down the length
and breadth of the land as before”. J. K. M.
Hawk-Bowsor, a Partner of the firm of Consul
tants responsible for the design said “I have

every confidence in our design methods. We
shall not be dismissing any of our staff”. A
Ministry spokesman said “There will probably
have to be a Public Enquiry. The facts must be
brought into the open and those responsible
given their desserts”.
Mendacity—News Agency Report

Progress Report

The following was turned up about three feet
below ground level at Stonehenge: it was engraved
in strange symbols on a tablet of sandstone.
Research at the British Museum has produced
the following translation: the script appears to
be some sort of diary or site record
“Monday. Stone-carriers do not seem to want
to work today. Several have not even come to
the site. There is some talk of exhaustion follow
ing yesterdays 18 hour overtime shift. Told
contractor if he cannot get the men in on Mondays
I shall not allow weekend working.
Tuesday. Erecting gang on strike today.
Details are not clear but they seem to want more
pay and less hours. Contractor got them back
to work by bringing a director-Druid on site. He
had a scroll on which he was listing the names
of sacrificial victims for the next sun-worship
ceremony. Same hours and pay still apply.
Wednesday. Many men off early today for
the Celts-Britons fixture, fought on the bank of
the Severn. As this resulted a win for the Celts,
it looks as though we shall be further delayed
while the Contractor recruits more labourers.
Friday. Columns and beams all now erected.
We had been waiting for the structural engineer’s
details for spanning across to form a roof but
heard today he has been unable to find any way
of doing this. Contractor has therefore been
paid off and the building will be left as it is.
Structural Engineer’s name is now on the ArchDruid’s sacrifical list”.
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This newsletter comes to you from Bandar Sen
Begawan. In case you are wondering where this
strange place is, we hasten to tell you it is the new
name given to Brunei Town at a grand renaming
ceremony which took place at midnight on
Saturday October 3rd. The new name meaning
literally ‘Town of the Former Ruler’ is to com
memorate the reign of Sir Ornar Mi Saifuddin,
who abdicated three years ago in favour of his
son, Hassanal Bolkiah, the present ruler of
Brunei. It was under Sir Omar’s guidance that
the extensive development programme, without
which Brunei would indeed be a backward state,
was initiated. Needless to say the name changing
was an excuse for much pomp and ceremony
and over this period the town took on a festive
air with illuminated displays and flags and
bunting everywhere.
What else has happened since our last news
letter? Quite a number of staff changes as usual
and we are sorry to record the departure of two
founder members of SWKP in Brunei; David
Flint, who with Patsy and their two daughters
flew back to L.ondon via Trinidad last June and
more recently, Cecilia Yap, our secretary since
early 1967, who has now been spirited away to
Hong Kong by her husband. In August John
Mushet completed a 2 year tour and returned to
Britain, while surveyors Shieh and Wu resigned
to take up jobs elsewhere. Harold Insley, having
done his best to pack 2 years work into one in the
design office, has now joined the Temburong
Site stall’ for a spell before going on leave. ‘Mac’
Mackinlay leaves this month to join Elsie for a
well-earned holiday in Britain and to be present
at his son’s wedding in January. During his
absence Tim Conway will take his place as
Resident Engineer on the Temburong roads
project. This job is at last taking shape and from
out of the mud, slips and general anguish are
emerging some roads of a superior quality of
which no one need be ashamed. Before our next

newsletter theiirst sections will have been handed
over to the PWD and although the Contract will
not have been completed on time this was per
haps too much to expect. Bearing in mind the old
adage ‘there’s many a slip.
we are counting no
chickens at the moment and our fingers remain
firmly crossed. No apologies for mixed metaphors.
We continue hopefully to await Government’s
pleasure in giving approval to invite tenders for
the Tutong roads which is the other half of the
State’s £6-million road programme and keep
brushing the dust off our designs, which have now
been finalised for nearly a year.
All contracts are now let for the International
Airport, with GEC having been awarded the
airfield lighting and International Aeradio Ltd.
the Navaids contract. Local firms were awarded
contracts for electrical and airconditioning
services within the Terminal Buildings and are
patiently awaiting the day when some buildings
will emerge which they can service. Piling has
been completed for the Terminal and but for a
major hold-up over high-yield steel, things above
ground would now be seen to be happening.
Meanwhile back in the swamps, Costains are
battling through and from the air a turning circle
can clearly be distinguished! Rather a watery one
but quite distinct. Joking apart it will not be long
now before the breakthrough, which has hap
pened on the roads job, will come to the airport
project too. But oh! these earthmoving jobs in
poor soils
It really is a miserable phase of the
work for all concerned and those souls who do
not occasionally become disheartened are indeed
hardy.
We are pleased to have with us John Taylor,
the Resident Engineer (Electrical and Mechanical)
for Preece Cardew & Rider. John and his wife
Prema arrived in July. Also Mahendra Coomara
swamy, Civil Engineer from Ceylon to join the
design office and Marianne Noma, now working
with Rohini Kumara as an attractive addition to
our clerical staff. One more welcome arrival is a
son, born recently to Chow Tai Poon and his
wife Lily.
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Barry Paget and John Taylor were ‘consultants’
on civil and mechanical engineering at a Careers
Symposium for school children in Bandar Sen
Begawan. Their discussions with the students
aroused much enthusiasm and resulted in a site
visit to the airport for a party of them. There
they were competently handled by Roger
Gratwick and Job Lim who managed to make it
an interesting tour despite the fact that heavy
rain beforehand had stopped plant working.
SWKP were represented by Roger Gratwick
and David Abbott in the local Rotary Club’s
‘Big Walk’ in September. This was a tough 10mile course up hill and down dale in the scorching
heat of the morning sun. The competitors
numbered 110 and we must congratulate both
our walkers on a first-class display of real sports
manship. Competing against (among others)
highly trained Police and Army personnel they
carried on, not to win, but to achieve very
respectable places at the finishing line. The event
raised $5,000 for the Club’s scholarship fund and
was a resounding success. David was seen to be
walking home afterwards looking quite fresh and
bearing his prizes of a ball-point pen, 2 tickets to
the local cinema and a jar of Brands Essence of
Chicken.
Rose and Mike Earwaker returned from leave
in England where they have left Ian in boarding
school. Both arrived back fit and ready for another
tour and with no apparent desire to settle back in
UK at present.
We were glad to have Mr. Elliott with us in
June and again in September. His second visit
coincided not only with the renaming celebrations
but with the visit of Mr. Claude J. Hayes, CMG,
Chairman of the Crown Agents, who was on a
comprehensive tour of the Far East. By some
diplomatic skullduggery, Barry managed to
hijack him from a crowded round of talks with
Government officials and divert him for a quick
look round the airport site followed by an
enjoyable lunch ably organized by Beryl. We
were very pleased to have this opportunity of
showing Mr. Hayes that the new airport is now
very much off the drawing board and congratula
tions are due to Gordon Wilson and John Eddison
for the efficiency of their ‘short tour treatment for
VIP’s’ which was a masterpiece of timing.
Our sympathy goes to Pam and Darryl Murphy
as Pam has to take their second son, Rhys, to see
a specialist in Melbourne. He has been ill for
some time and it is an anxious period for them.
We hope Rhys will now make a speedy recovery.
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We also hope that Frank Nelson’s wife, Lorraine,
who was admitted to hospital recently, will soon
be well again.
Weatherwise there is never much to report we
did catch the tip of a typhoon which swept
across the Philippines two weeks ago and winds
of 65 mph were recorded, which is extremely
high for Brunei. Also in September at Bangar the
rainfall recorded in three hours was 7* inches
which even here did not pass unnoticed. In
Bandar Sen Begawan the Government Consult
ant’s Quarters, otherwise known as ‘the Swamp’,
lived up to its nickname by flooding several
times. The most memorable of these occasions
was on the night of the Farewell Party for David
and Patsy Flint. They were forced to abandon
their car on high ground and wade home through
the murky waters.
We look forward to a visit from Mr. Grace
and Mr. Elliott in December and from Brunei we
send all our friends, wherever they may be, our
best wishes for a Happy Christmas and a Pros
perous New Year.
BRLJNEI OFFICE

FROM THE BRLJNEI AIRPORT SITE
(ON THE LIGHTER SIDE)
It should be noted that the Contractor has
recognised the ‘best’ men are on the Consultant’s
staff as, out of something like 30 expatriates,
Roger Gratwick was chosen recently to perform
this duty at the wedding of one of the Costain
engineers.
Gordon Wilson finds it more and more difficult
to recognise his staff as they are either growing
beards (or moustaches as the case may be), have
fully grown ones of various shapes and sizes or
have just removed them; sometimes only partially.
There seems to be no set pattern to this but it
may have something to do with a strange ritual
which takes place every Wednesday evening at
differing parts of the ulu (jungle). A very un
reliable source says that the persons involved run
like demented beings in an attempt to follow a
trail of paper—usually white in colour—which
every now and then disappears. When this
happens the runners become even more demented
and fan out in all directions, baying and shouting
to the accompanying sound of a hunting-horn
(in more recent times the latter cannot be heard
as a larger member of the society inadvertently
sat on it). Eventually the white paper trail is
found again and a shout of ‘on, on—on, on’ goes
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up to direct all those who have gone off in wrong
directions to yet another concerted headlong
rush through the Borneo jungle. It is said that at
the end of all this a grand orgy takes place with
‘tiger’ flowing even faster than water.
It is noticeable that the younger members of the
airport staff always seem to have a strange look
in their eyes early on Thursday mornings.
At certain tinies of the year another trail is laid
for the more elderly and infirm who still have
sonic young blood (or older ‘tiger’) in their
veins—this time with pink paper—and rumour
has it that after the first (and last) small hillock
has been overcome, those who have made it
that far are met by a gorgeous bunny-girl
accompanied by an immaculately dressed huntsman, there to dispense reviving serum which also
conies out of cans.
Gordon Wilson was chosen to captain the High
Commissioner’s cricket team a week or so ago to
play the Presidents eleven at Seria for a trophy
donated by the High Commissioner but un
fortunately, because of heavy rain, not a ball was
bowled. However, the two captains quickly came
to the decision that play was out of the question
and even though the time was then 10 a.m. the
bar was already open and a good time was had
by all. Some lively cricket might have been
experienced had the weather cleared by lunch
time!

Lagos
There has been a lot of coming and going of
staff in Nigeria since our last newsletter. Achille
Caizetti, our French/Greek/English speaking
Italian engineer, who constitutes SWKP’s chal
lenge to the common market, is going to Ghana
to work on a study of 1,500 miles of road culmina
ting in the production of contract documents for
the most viable 500.
Ted Collier will be leaving by sea at the end of
December and we take this opportunity of wish
ing Ted and Joan all the very best wherever they
niight be. They have been pillars of society in
Nigeria with Government and with us for about
8 years and they will be missed by many.
We welcome Ernest Rowand who has come to
look after the water supply contracts, Derrick
Smith, Laurie Sayer and Peter Regan, who have
all come to swell the ranks of those working on
the Northern States Study. We understand from
our contacts in the U.S.A. that Cassius Clay has
declined an invitation from Peter Regan for a
second warm up fight.
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We congratulate Mike Gardner on the produc
tion of his third girl and wish him and Sue well
in their avowed intent of producing a girls’
lacrosse teani. We would point out that he is still
some way behind the SWKP all Nigerian record
of five girls at present held jointly by Mervyn
and Renee Johnston. Mike, we hear is going into
training by completing all his field work early in
the programme, thus enabling him to stay at
home more often from now on. This, we should
say, was a vital part of the programme.
In Lagos, there have been some changes in
staff and the clan of Innes have left for Munich
for ajob with our German associates. Peter made
excellent use of the fine facilities available in
Lagos, and of the international complexion of the
city, to study Gernian and we congratulate hini on
achieving sufficient fluency to enable him to get
the job in Munich. We shall be sorry to lose him
and we wish him and Julie and Ahistair et al.,
‘Guten Tag. En Peter’s place we welcome Cohn
Harding and his wife. Cohn is now joining the
site staff on the Apapa Road.
In charge of the Ghana job will be Ron Viapree
who opened the Lagos office in 1966. The place
will not seem the same without him but we are
sure that, if Ghana does not expand, he will be
back. Ceri Viapree and her menage are taking off
for the Balearic Islands at the end of December
and we understand that ChipperfIelds have offered
her a merger.
The Lagos office is being reduced in size due to
the high cost of operating here, but as soon as the
agreenients are signed for the Lagos’1badan
highway and the Lagos/Ilorin road works, then
we shall open up in Ebadan.
A. S. McDermott was our longest term visitor
when lie spent 85 days here in connection with
the Apapa
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Barry Paget and John Taylor were ‘consultants’
on civil and mechanical engineering at a Careers
Symposium for school children in Bandar Sen
Begawan. Their discussions with the students
aroused much enthusiasm and resulted in a site
visit to the airport for a party of them. There
they were competently handled by Roger
Gratwick and Job Lim who managed to make it
an interesting tour despite the fact that heavy
rain beforehand had stopped plant working.
SWKP were represented by Roger Gratwick
and David Abbott in the local Rotary Club’s
‘Big Walk’ in September. This was a tough 10mile course up hill and down dale in the scorching
heat of the morning sun. The competitors
numbered 110 and we must congratulate both
our walkers on a first-class display of real sports
manship. Competing against (among others)
highly trained Police and Army personnel they
carried on, not to win, but to achieve very
respectable places at the finishing line. The event
raised $5,000 for the Club’s scholarship fund and
was a resounding success. David was seen to be
walking home afterwards looking quite fresh and
bearing his prizes of a ball-point pen, 2 tickets to
the local cinema and a jar of Brands Essence of
Chicken.
Rose and Mike Earwaker returned from leave
in England where they have left Ian in boarding
school. Both arrived back fit and ready for another
tour and with no apparent desire to settle back in
UK at present.
We were glad to have Mr. Elliott with us in
June and again in September. His second visit
coincided not only with the renaming celebrations
but with the visit of Mr. Claude J. Hayes, CMG,
Chairman of the Crown Agents, who was on a
comprehensive tour of the Far East. By some
diplomatic skullduggery, Barry managed to
hijack him from a crowded round of talks with
Government officials and divert him for a quick
look round the airport site followed by an
enjoyable lunch ably organized by Beryl. We
were very pleased to have this opportunity of
showing Mr. Hayes that the new airport is now
very much off the drawing board and congratula
tions are due to Gordon Wilson and John Eddison
for the efficiency of their ‘short tour treatment for
VIP’s’ which was a masterpiece of timing.
Our sympathy goes to Pam and Darryl Murphy
as Pam has to take their second son, Rhys, to see
a specialist in Melbourne. He has been ill for
some time and it is an anxious period for them.
We hope Rhys will now make a speedy recovery.
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We also hope that Frank Nelson’s wife, Lorraine,
who was admitted to hospital recently, will soon
be well again.
Weatherwise there is never much to report we
did catch the tip of a typhoon which swept
across the Philippines two weeks ago and winds
of 65 mph were recorded, which is extremely
high for Brunei. Also in September at Bangar the
rainfall recorded in three hours was 7* inches
which even here did not pass unnoticed. In
Bandar Sen Begawan the Government Consult
ant’s Quarters, otherwise known as ‘the Swamp’,
lived up to its nickname by flooding several
times. The most memorable of these occasions
was on the night of the Farewell Party for David
and Patsy Flint. They were forced to abandon
their car on high ground and wade home through
the murky waters.
We look forward to a visit from Mr. Grace
and Mr. Elliott in December and from Brunei we
send all our friends, wherever they may be, our
best wishes for a Happy Christmas and a Pros
perous New Year.
BRLJNEI OFFICE
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course of post-graduate study in Public Health
Engineering at Delft in Holland, and we wish
him every success and look forward to his return
in a year’s time.
As Mac is such a long standing friend of the
Nigerian firm we cannot let the occasion of his
marriage pass without sending him and his wife
our heartfelt good wishes. Does this niean that
there are stirrings in the SWKP peerage and that
other bachelor peers may be equally susceptible?
LAGOS LIGHTS

on 5th December to Mr. John Veale. It is under
stood from a semi-reliable source that an attempt
will be made to persuade the touring vehicle to
head north for the honeymoon via the Ml and
(who knows) the M6.
*

It does not involve more than a glance at your
calendar for reassurance that Christmas is once
again almost upon us.
*

*

*

The editors of this worthy publication have
been ‘date watching’ for ages, it seems, having
on the one hand to drive the half-demented
printer beyond reasonable (but still, we hope,
possible) deadline, and with the other hand to
wring articles from the more literary minded of
you, so that an edition with a Christmas flavour
may be circulated among you before the spring.
*

*

*

The weather this quarter to the end of
November has not, so far, caused any notable
delays to the long distance commuter desirous
of reaching 5 Winsley Street at a prescribed hour.
Without reference to Olde IvIoor’s Almanac
though, do have a look at your skis, anti-freeze
and the expiry date of your tax, insurance and
wife’s driving licence.
*

*

*

Having made checks of one’s ability to arrive
at Winsley Street on time and, moreover, man
aging it—your drawing board can still be anx
iously awaiting your tender touch 15 minutes
later should you be approaching your twilight
years and hence preferring the acquisition of
mechanical transportation to your respective
floor rather than test your 440 metre capabilities
for next season!
*

*

*

Perhaps, then, the starter for ten must make the
operative word ‘Spring’, and whether we
consider it to be early or late, good or bad—these
things happen. Take Hazel Alderson, for example.
Hazel commences to put her culinary arts on the
path to better usage shortly after her wedding

*

To Hilary Fryer of our communication (with
the outside world) department, whose surname
has become Hart, and to Maureen Davies, now
Mrs. Beadle, go our best wishes.
*

London

*

*

*

Lissy Jenson of 4th floor telex fame will be
returning to Denmark to become Mrs. Rahman,
after which she and her husband will become
resident in East Pakistan. Lissy met her husband,
Shafiq, whilst here in London. Every happiness
for the future to you all in your respective
ventures.
*

*

*

SWKP is noted for its good sports, but not
without the occasional mishap. Maureen Preston
contrived to damage a tendon at badminton,
whilst Mike Kennedy managed a broken leg on the
soccer pitch. Get well soon, you two, as plans
are already being made for next season.
*

*

*

On the grimmer side, we wish Gordon Forrest
complete and speedy recovery after being
hospitalized, and we are glad to welcome back
our cheeky-faced chappie and renowned “Out
backer” Jimmy James after a bout of malaria.
*

*

*

Belated congratulations to Tony Finigan and
his wife Anna. We learn that despite the little
lad’s appearance on July 23rd, no teeth have as
yet manifested themselves.
*

*

*

Further congratulations to Das Bhamra of
Jim Taylor’s section on the acquisition of a son.
To Mrs. Bhalnra, an earnest get well soon wish
from all of us.
*

*

*

A pleasant surprise indeed to have the smiling
countenance of one Hobden (complete with
charming wife and two bright male offspring)
on a nationwide TV. quiz programme. Steve
(to whom must be given the ‘CLAM of the Year’

j
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award) refuses to disclose whether or not the
family reached or even won the finals but with
the Hobdens go our good wishes.
*

*

*

One stalwart will disappear from our ranks
at Christmas or shortly after. Harry Pooley has,
you will agree, earned his retirement which, we
hope, will be happy, of long duration and com
pletely relaxing. In place of Harry, a welcome
please for Morris Hopkins, previously engaged
in M6 liaison duties.
*

*

*

The remaining sections have little or no news
to offer. Computer staff continue to scurry
hither and thither. ‘Soils’ continue their re
equipping programme. Planning Section have
gone a stage further, however, and with a few
gate-crashers make excursions into the country
at weekends. Shortly they are to have a dinner,
it is understood. The outcome will be interesting
as they were last overheard attempting to book
a table for 42!
*

*

*

Also rumoured is the fact that the girls on the
4th floor have been challenged to a rugger match,
but as it was thought that the men might come the
worse off for the venture, they have settled for
a friendly darts match with the help of the
Accounts Department!
*

*

*

Margaret Russell (Mr. C. Johnston’s secretary
in the Glasgow office) is temporarily leaving her
duties to have a baby. We wish her all the best.
*

*

*

And so to good wishes to you all for
Christmas and the New Year. May both be
pleasant. Do not make resolutions unless you
intend trying a weeny bit to follow through.
Good Will
well, extend it through 1971 for
as long as possible, at least until your summer
holidays.
.

.

.

.

*

*

*

In signing off, for Ken Innes & Co. an especial
pat on the back. In spite of the sceptics anticipated
“bloop bloop”, the first tunnel unit was launched
successfully in September. Exit dumbfounded
critics, enter (we hope) a positive and prosperous
1971.
THE LONDON LIGHTS

Malawi
At last a newsletter from that far-flung outpost
of the SWKP empire—Blantyre! An outpost
indeed with our mere 24- permanent staff bravely
waving the flag. (The half being Mrs. Adams our
typist who works mornings only.)
Our main interest in the office at the moment is
the construction of a large storage shed at
Liwonde for he Farmers Marketing Board.
Liwonde is a small village situated on the banks
of the Shire River a few miles below Lakes
Malawi and Malombe, and it has changed out of
all recognition over the last six months.
I recall with amusement a visit to the site which
I made with Ken Locke early in the year. We
experienced great difficulty in locating the setting
out beacons mainly due to grass growing to a
height of 6 ft. or more over most of the site, the
sun being almost directly overhead, and a natural
storm water gulley (dry at the time) which gave
every indication of running in the wrong direc
tion. The discovery of elephant’s footprints and
the sound of ominous rustlings in the under
growth (probably wild pig but we didn’t wait to
find out!) did nothing to inspire our confidence in
the plans for future development. However, we
are happy to report that the site is now well and
truly cleared and the natural hazards have been
replaced by that old familiar hazard—’The
Contractor’.
The Blantyre Industrial Area job consisting of
roads and a rail spur construction is nearing
completion and Ken Locke who has been
keeping an eye (or two) on the Works is breathing
a sigh of relief. Unfortunately he and the Con
tractor have been unable to agree on what a
straight line should look like!
My wife and I are pleased to report (somewhat
belatedly) the arrival of a baby daughter, Gillian,
who, after a disastrous start to life which resulted
in her blood being changed not once, but twice, is
now as bonny and bouncing as a baby should be.
Having as we thought arranged for everything
to run on oiled wheels at this time we were let
down in the first instance by the nanny we were
to employ, who was proved to have extremely
sticky fingers. Shortly after this our reliable
houseboy got himself stabbed in the back with
such severity that he spent the next 10 days in
hospital, while only a day later the gardenboy
who might have ‘helped out’ lit a fire in his room
to drive out evil spirits and had to return to his
village to recover from a very bad dose of carbon
monoxide poisoning.
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However, all the misfortunes turned out right
in the end and with visits from Mr. Hedges (on
one occasion accompanied by Mrs. Hedges), the
morale of the outpost has been maintained at a
high level.
Just recently we have been pleased to welcome
Andy and Wendy Kellam on a brief visit to
Blantyre. Andy is here to carry out the survey
work for a road to the President’s new residence
on Sanjika Hill just outside Blantyre. He has
found considerable changes in the place since he
was here in 1951 and has kindly offered to add a
few words.
So wishing all Pontifact readers a Merry
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year—over to
Andy.
ALAN BUSt-jELL

MALAWE P.S.
Bidding farewell to Nyasaland in 1957 where,
in the early fifties, a group of young Scott &
Wilson types were engaged in laying the first
blacktop roads in the country and building the
Mudi dam, I never expected a chance to go back.
But the day has come, and here we are, Wendy
and I, sitting on the khonde of the new and
pleasant Mount Soche hotel watching the sun go
down behind a well remembered mountain out
line, and listening to the same old ‘chuff chuff’ of
the train toiling up from the Rift Valley.
Blantyre has changed of course; several new
fine buildings and more traffic, but it is still the
same old pleasant city of smiling faces. Many of
the old buildings remain with familiar names over
the shops, the group of palm trees in Victoria
Avenue, the police-station where we were in the
‘Specials’, the Victoria Hall (the Saturday cinema
of our day).

The Sunnyside chalets and houses are still there
—memories of tilley lamps and bath water carried
in from the kitchen, of noisy meal-times and of
parties. The chalets look quiet now, maybe the
present occupants are not so boisterous as those
of yore.
Zomba has a new road down from the moun
tain, doing away with the one-way clock system.
Limbe has not changed at all, but the area be
tween Blantyre and Limbe is a different world.
Streets and factories, a sports stadium and
triumphal archway and, oh so many African
houses.
After nearly twenty years the roads to Chileka,
Mlanje and Zomba are standing up well—indeed
better than many of the newer roads around.
The Zomba road has, of course, been widened
(and straightened in places). The Mudi darn is a
very pleasant spot, dotted with the sails of a very
flourishing yacht club. Chileka airport brought
back memories of a few of us waiting to greet
Dr. and Mrs. Guthlac Wilson, only to learn the
horrifying news that the ‘plane had crashed near
Kilirnanjaro.
In those former days the chief recreation for
some of us was to go exploring and climbing on
the almost unexplored Mlanje mountain—
surely one of the most beautiful and satisfying
mountains of the world. With Pat Hall, Moira
Bird and others we formed the Mlanje Mountain
Club. The club is still there—in fact it is now 120
strong !—and several who were there in our day
still climb; Moira described her ascent of the
sheer outer face of Chambe peak, others took us
up for a week-end at the Sombari hut, and a
climb up Namisili peak. It was wonderful to be
back on the beloved mountain again.
Now as we get ready to leave, my chief impres
sion is of the hospitality of the people who have
lived on here and have not forgotten us. Every
evening some of them would come to join us for a
‘sundowner’, or to invite us to a meal. They all
wanted news of the old crowd and many were the
reminiscences of those earlier days, of 1948 to
1957.
ANDY KELLAM

N.B.

A recent photograph of the building that was
used by SWKP as their office in the 1950’s.

It is interesting to note how many of us are
still in the firm: Mr. Grace, Mr. Henry, Mr.
Edington, Mervyn Johnston, McDermott, Roy
Hodgen, Stan Elliot, Zach Matthews, Gordon
Forrest, Edith and Ron I-ledges, now scattered
to all parts of the world. Christmas Greetings to
you all from old Friends in Malawi.
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Muscat
Jonathon Richard Charles Seale gazed upon
the Muscat countryside through amazed eyes as
he was carried from the plane, and promptly
burst into tears, it is, possibly, an emotion we
have all felt on first arrival, but have not had the
courage to express so definitely! Jonathon is our
latest recruit, and our congratulations go to
Charles and Pamela Seale for his addition to our
numbers.
Your correspondent has recently returned to
Oman after five months in the cloistered luxury
of London Office, much has occurred in his
absence, and in the main this newsletter will be
retrospective.
The most important event by far has been the
change in Government, an event that, Editors’
willing, is described elsewhere in this issue;
leading to a marked change in the atmosphere of
the country, and coinciding with an upsurge in
development projects. This in its turn has led to a
vast increase in the number and frequency of our
visitors and the arrival of several new staff.
Our departures include Bill Patton, to Hong
Kong, and Bill Boyd, to Scotland, and arrivals,
Jo Girling as Resident Architect for John R.
Harris, Jim Mitchell as R,E. on the Mutrah Sea
Road and Makullah Naval Base Projects, Sid
Smith as C.O.W. on As Sa’idi Hospital, Tan’Am
Hospital and the Mutrah Cold Store, and your
correspondent. Sir William Halcrow and Partners
are currently supervising a harbour project in
Mutrah, and several of their staff are billeted at
Ruwi Mess awaiting the construction of their
accommodation.
Our visitors have included Messrs. Sang,
Whiting, Lindsay and Wilson from SWKP, Mr.
John R. Harris and Christopher Mitchell from
John R. Harris Architects, and Mr. Meyer and
Mr. Mann from Widnell and Trollope. Several
of the above mentioned having visited on
numerous occasions, Christopher Mitchell in
particular has begun to look on the trip out to
Muscat from a commuter’s viewpoint.
Our jobs progress well, since the last News
letter the Government Offices and the Girls’
School have been completed, and the two
hospitals are rapidly approaching that stage.
The Mutrah Sea Road has just commenced,
although insufficient time has elapsed for any
appreciable impact to have been made on the
waterfront.
Socially the ‘in thing’ in Muscat at the moment
is football, a Ruwi team of expatriates consisting
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mainly of Ruwi Mess and Taylor Woodrow’s
sallies forth at least once a week to do battle with
local sides, contractors, and crews of visiting
ships. Considerable success is achieved, and the
names Graham Little, Alan Mitchison, Jo
Girling and Bob Rayner, appear frequently in the
battle honours.
Several minor restrictions have been removed
from us, we can now travel where we like, gate
passes are no ‘onger needed to get in or out of
Muscat after dark, and the carrying of oil
lanterns within the walls is no longer required.
This enlarges the scope of our social activities,
and if we only had more free time we could take
advantage of it.
Christmas will soon be upon us, although to us
the festival of ldd has a more definite impact,
(four days holiday instead of possibly one),
accordingly we send you all the compliments of
the season and trust that the weather will not
be too bad!
A cknowledgeinenfs: Your correspondent wishes
to record his grateful thanks to the Palestine
Liberation Front for refraining from hi-jacking
his transport to Muscat, and also to the unknown
Omani marksman who considerately chose to fire
a ‘303 into his room while he was otherwise
occupied on site, hence permitting the compila
tion of this Newsletter.
RICHARD DENTON-COX

Northern Ireland
M2: Dunsilly to Ballybentragh
M22: Shanes Viaduct to Dunsilly
It is almost now becoming a habit for the
Northern Ireland Newsletter to have to eat its
words. A very rash statement was made in our
June edition to the effect that we were experienc
ing yet again a wonderful summer. A matter of
days after penning those lines the weather broke
and has not even yet entirely mended. Since the
1st July we have recorded 50% above average
rainfall and, according to our Contractors, have
had the statistical impossibility of four 100-year
frequency storms during the period. Our hydrau
lic design, based on the motorway pavement
remaining above water during these centennial
outbursts, has been completely vindicated!
Fortunately the M2 earthworks were at a
sufficiently advanced stage at the end of June
not to be seriously affected but the long cut
through Lord O’Neill’s estate on the M22 is
extremely susceptible to very much smaller
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However, all the misfortunes turned out right
in the end and with visits from Mr. Hedges (on
one occasion accompanied by Mrs. Hedges), the
morale of the outpost has been maintained at a
high level.
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on Sanjika Hill just outside Blantyre. He has
found considerable changes in the place since he
was here in 1951 and has kindly offered to add a
few words.
So wishing all Pontifact readers a Merry
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year—over to
Andy.
ALAN BUSt-jELL
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moisture changes than represented by the fore
going and has suffered in consequence.
Almost overnight it seems, we have suddenly
discovered that our first Contract is nearly
complete and we would appear to be heading for
an opening date two to three months ahead of
schedule. Our problems are not over, however,
and we are finding that supposedly minor works
like road markings, guard-rail and traffic signs
can be much more time-consuming and tricky
than large quantities of the various grades of fill
material. Traffic signs especially, in those areas
where side roads are now open to the public,
have taken heavy punishment from drivers unused
to having such fine roads to motor on, and more
recently from deliberate vandalism. We hope
they can be replaced faster than destroyed. More
and more work now devolves on Dennis Wheel
house and his staff in the Measurement Section as
final quantities are assessed and agreed. Dennis’s
meetings with his opposite number on the Con
tractor’s side are tending to blunt the fine edge of
enthusiasm with which he took over the section
from Gordon Allen. On one memorable occas
sion recently he took on single handed the Site
Agent, Measurement Engineer and a Head Office
Director and acquitted himself nobly. Dennis has
nothing to learn from the Viet-Cong negotiators
in Paris!
The poor summer has meant that Farrans
working on Contract 413A are now faced with
the necessity to continue earthmoving during the
winter months which will provide some head
aches for Chris Fink, whom we welcome as our
Materials Engineer from Section 3 in Westmor
land. We are confident however that nothing we
can produce here will cause any concern to some
one used to the M6 Type B fills.
Tenders have just now been received for our
remaining two contracts, 413B and C. In the
interests of security the Ministry of Development
were insistent that these confidential documents
should be transported directly to London by
special courier. Twelve hours or so after the
courier’s return however one of our sub-con
tractors shattered Gordon Allen by telling him
the name of the successful tenderer in both cases!
Our local contractors appear to have as efficient
an espionage system as any of the various groups
trying to change our society in one way or an
other. In this connection we are glad to note that
the last Partner’s Panorama correctly reduced our
recent ‘troubles’ to their proper perspective by
omitting to list them among the cataclysms of the
late Sixties.

Staff Movements have been in both directions.
Valerie Cooke who came to site with us from
Belfast Office, and John Toal who joined us
from the Glasgow Office, combined matrimoni
ally and emigrated to Dublin where John is now
working for another consultant. To replace
Valerie we welcome back Anne Johnston who
worked with us for a while on 413A. The well
timed return from Africa of Tony Rees enabled us
to employ him once again in Farraris Lab, and
release David Linton to take over John’s duties
on site. Two Inspectors have left us, one from
each Contract, in the persons of Hilary McCrory
and Garnet Holt. Garnet has gone to Scotland,
giving as the depressing reason for his departure
the fact the he saw no great future for Ulster.
The Measurement Section has also been reduced
by the loss of Alex Turner.
Sport has been confined to one cricket match
against Farrans which I regret to say we lost yet
again. A return match at a later date was most
unfortunately cancelled due to bad weather
otherwise I have no doubt a resounding victory
would have been gained!
R. F. T. MCDOWELL

Hong Kong Cross—Harbour
Tunnel
Since my last report the influx of staff has
exceeded that originally forecast when the offices
were planned. Internal alterations were carried
out during July, but further alterations are now in
hand to accommodate additional staff, and some
members of the staff on the top floor have only
half an office to work in—adjacent to a void
where one of the staircases used to be. We hope
that these alterations will be final, and that the
offices with their present layout will now last until
the end of the job.
The launch of Unit No. 1 was the main event
of the Summer and Autumn. Difficulties arose
with the slipway and the sideways movement of
the unit during the launch, which had to be
abandoned and the unit jacked back up to its
original position It was not ready again for
launching until October, and on the second
occasion, having moved about eight feet, the
launch had to be abandoned again because of a
typhoon warning. The great day was finally
October 8th, when all went well and the unit was
floated away from the slipway to the fitting-out
jetty. At the time of writing Unit No. 2 is almost
ready for launch and will shortly join Unit No. I
.
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Unit No. 1 on the
SIipvay.

on the other side of the jetty. The fitting out of
Unit No. 1 is now in full swing and the recent
cooler weather has improved conditions inside
the unit, which were very hot and humid during
the earlier steamy weather.
Work has progressed on the North Ramp; the
bored pile cofferdam has been completed, and
the North Ventilation Building, at present
floating off-shore on its caisson, will shortly be
sunk into position.
On the South Ramp the earth bund surround
ing the whole of the ramp works has now been
closed, and pumping out is in hand. There is
much speculation about the extent of the hidden
treasure which will be revealed when the area has
been pumped out!
On the marine side, the screed and lay barge
was named the Severn River, and launched with

considerable ceremony at Taikoo Dockyard on
4th August. It has been engaged on commission
ing tests and screeding trials, and has attracted
plenty of interest from visitors and the outside
public, since nothing like it has been seen in
Hong Kong before!
During recent months we have been glad to
welcome to the staff Jim Lewis of Robert
Matthew Johnson Marshall & Partners as
Resident Architect, Don McIntosh and Bob
Neill of FFP, Bill Patton as Inspector of Works,
and Eddy Kwong, ARE. We shall shortly be
saying farewell to Bill Streeten, who will return
to London office. We have to congratulate
Eddy Kwong on his marriage on 18th October,
with our best wishes for the future happiness of
the bridal pair.
PETER KNOWLES
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Weddings

Editorial

Maw’een Davies and Eddie Beadle
Maureen and Eddie were successfully launched
into married life on Saturday, 31st October at
Christchurch, Dartford.
Maureen wore a full length empire line dress
trimmed with lace and ribbon. Her full length
veil was held in place by a spray of white flowers
and she carried a bouquet of lemon roses and
lily-of-the-valley. Maureen’s bridesmaids, her
cousins, wore full length lemon dresses and
carried bouquets of mixed flowers.
After a reception at the Church Hall and a
‘swinging party’ attended by relations and an
SWKP contingent, Maureen and Eddie were
given a rousing send off complete with a Welsh
rendering of ‘We’ll keep a welcome in the
hillside’. The honeymoon was spent in Brighton.
E.H.W.

Hilaiy and Derek
One of our Telephonists, Hilary Fryer, was
married to Mr. Derek Hart at St. Barnabas
Church, Sutton on Saturday, 26th September,
1970.
It was a glorious day and the bride looked
radiant in a full length dress of white satin with a
long sleeved lace coat falling from the shoulders
into a full train of four panels. Her short scalloped
veil was held in place by three small roses.
She was attended by two bridesmaids in dresses
of pink satin with matching flowers in their hair.
SHEILA DRAY

first Christmas of the seventies. If we
have a Christmas wish to offer you it is
that the rest of the decade does not
follow in the pattern of this, its first year. Disaster
from both natural and unnatural causes seems
to have swept the board. As a firm, however,
we appear to have survived reasonably well.
Indeed, if design awards count for anything,
we have achieved a notable success in obtaining
both the Concrete Society’s award and a special
award under the Structural Steel Design Awards
of 1970. In a smaller way, too, it is not without
pride that we learned that Cuneo’s painting of
Borrowbeck Viaduct under construction on the
M6 which we have loaned to the Institution of
Civil Engineers, has been chosen as the design
on this year’s Christmas card for the Institution.
Revolution and change seem to be the rallying
cries of the age and, whereas the world of the
Consulting Engineer has, so far, been mercifully
spared the former, the latter is evident here as
in all other aspects of our daily life. Former
generations of Consulting Engineers would
probably have shrunk back in horror and dismay
at the thought of competing with other engineers
for work on an international basis, yet this must
more and more be the way of large consulting
firms. No doubt that competition will increase
even further if and when we join the European

community. Some indication of the way in
which we are tackling this particular problem
and promoting ourselves as a firm is given in
John Gandy’s very interesting Associates Notes.
Another aspect is in the working associations
which we have formed with other engineering
firms in different parts of the world. It is hoped
that this magazine will be able to give some
account of these associations in future issues.
On the home front, it will be interesting to
see whether the advent of a Government dedicated
to private enterprise will result in more work for
the design teams who, for an instance, recently
completed the M6 project so successfully.
Turning from these speculations, we should
like, as always, to thank all those stalwart
correspondents in foreign parts who regularly
contribute to these pages and lighten our grey
skies with their seemingly exotic lives, and all
those other regulars of the pen who can be relied
on to turn in something at the Editor’s request.
Without you all there would be no magazine.
A very happy Christmas and a prosperous
New Year to you and our readers.
The London Editors:
Mavis Johnson
Geoffrey Moore
George Lobb
Stephen Oliver
Roland Pilcher
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Weddings

Editorial

Maw’een Davies and Eddie Beadle
Maureen and Eddie were successfully launched
into married life on Saturday, 31st October at
Christchurch, Dartford.
Maureen wore a full length empire line dress
trimmed with lace and ribbon. Her full length
veil was held in place by a spray of white flowers
and she carried a bouquet of lemon roses and
lily-of-the-valley. Maureen’s bridesmaids, her
cousins, wore full length lemon dresses and
carried bouquets of mixed flowers.
After a reception at the Church Hall and a
‘swinging party’ attended by relations and an
SWKP contingent, Maureen and Eddie were
given a rousing send off complete with a Welsh
rendering of ‘We’ll keep a welcome in the
hillside’. The honeymoon was spent in Brighton.
E.H.W.

Hilaiy and Derek
One of our Telephonists, Hilary Fryer, was
married to Mr. Derek Hart at St. Barnabas
Church, Sutton on Saturday, 26th September,
1970.
It was a glorious day and the bride looked
radiant in a full length dress of white satin with a
long sleeved lace coat falling from the shoulders
into a full train of four panels. Her short scalloped
veil was held in place by three small roses.
She was attended by two bridesmaids in dresses
of pink satin with matching flowers in their hair.
SHEILA DRAY

first Christmas of the seventies. If we
have a Christmas wish to offer you it is
that the rest of the decade does not
follow in the pattern of this, its first year. Disaster
from both natural and unnatural causes seems
to have swept the board. As a firm, however,
we appear to have survived reasonably well.
Indeed, if design awards count for anything,
we have achieved a notable success in obtaining
both the Concrete Society’s award and a special
award under the Structural Steel Design Awards
of 1970. In a smaller way, too, it is not without
pride that we learned that Cuneo’s painting of
Borrowbeck Viaduct under construction on the
M6 which we have loaned to the Institution of
Civil Engineers, has been chosen as the design
on this year’s Christmas card for the Institution.
Revolution and change seem to be the rallying
cries of the age and, whereas the world of the
Consulting Engineer has, so far, been mercifully
spared the former, the latter is evident here as
in all other aspects of our daily life. Former
generations of Consulting Engineers would
probably have shrunk back in horror and dismay
at the thought of competing with other engineers
for work on an international basis, yet this must
more and more be the way of large consulting
firms. No doubt that competition will increase
even further if and when we join the European

community. Some indication of the way in
which we are tackling this particular problem
and promoting ourselves as a firm is given in
John Gandy’s very interesting Associates Notes.
Another aspect is in the working associations
which we have formed with other engineering
firms in different parts of the world. It is hoped
that this magazine will be able to give some
account of these associations in future issues.
On the home front, it will be interesting to
see whether the advent of a Government dedicated
to private enterprise will result in more work for
the design teams who, for an instance, recently
completed the M6 project so successfully.
Turning from these speculations, we should
like, as always, to thank all those stalwart
correspondents in foreign parts who regularly
contribute to these pages and lighten our grey
skies with their seemingly exotic lives, and all
those other regulars of the pen who can be relied
on to turn in something at the Editor’s request.
Without you all there would be no magazine.
A very happy Christmas and a prosperous
New Year to you and our readers.
The London Editors:
Mavis Johnson
Geoffrey Moore
George Lobb
Stephen Oliver
Roland Pilcher
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